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ABSTRACT 
The incorporation of extrinsic defects in semiconductors by ion implantation and 
appropriate annealing gives rise to instabilities that profoundly affect their 
electronic and optical properties. Consequently, the knowledge of site location 
and hence the chemical nature of these defects is vital for the understanding of 
new properties in doped compound semiconductors. These properties are 
important for possible applications in optoelectronic and high-frequency devices 
such as light emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes, and monolithic microwave 
integrated circuits (MMICs) and high power field effect transistors (FETs) for 
satellite and terrestrial communication.  
Mössbauer studies to investigate site location and nature of Fe complexes formed 
in GaAs and GaP single crystals following 57Mn* implantation at temperatures   
77 – 700 K were carried out at the ISOLDE facility, CERN, Switzerland. The set 
of temperature dependent spectra for each sample was analyzed with a 
simultaneous fitting routine. Best fits to the data required four components, an 
asymmetric doublet due to radiation damage attributed to Fe atoms in small 
amorphous pockets, two single lines, one assigned to Fe on substitutional Ga sites 
and the other to Fe in interstitial sites, and a low intensity symmetric doublet 
assigned to impurity-vacancy complexes.  
The isomer shift and quadrupole splitting values show the trivalent state of iron 
(57Fe3+), with a 3d 5  electronic configuration, on substitutional Ga sites in cubic 
environments and, near 3d 5  and 3d 6  electronic configurations in distorted 
environments and interstitial sites, respectively. The impurity-vacancy complex is 
tentatively assigned to 3d 5  configuration because of its complex nature.  
The observed variations in the hyperfine parameters of the damage site in GaAs 
and GaP at temperatures above 400 K can be attributed to the changes in 
environment in the neighborhood of the Mössbauer atom and possibly in the     
Fe-defect bonding mechanism. Different annealing stages of the radiation damage 
in the two substrates were evident, with more pronounced healing observed in 
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GaAs (350 – 550 K) as compared to GaP (465 – 600 K). This is attributed to Fe 
forming stronger bonds with P than As. This observation is further supported by 
the higher Debye temperatures that were extracted for the different components in 
GaP relative to GaAs.  
In the III-V semiconductors, Fe atoms on substitutional III sites are known to be 
deep acceptors and to have a tendency to interfere mainly with the optical 
functionality of the semiconductors. In this regard, recommendations to 
investigate optical properties and electrical conductivity of these materials are 
discussed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
The inter-atomic bonding mechanism and hence the atomic arrangement that 
arises from valence electrons influence the properties of materials, such as their 
electrical conductivity, optical properties, elasticity, hardness, and magnetic 
properties. Materials with a periodic repetition of their atomic structure are said to 
be crystalline materials, and, on the basis of their electrical and optical properties, 
they can be classified into three categories: metals, semiconductors and insulators. 
Metals such as iron (Fe) and copper (Cu) conduct electric current due to the 
presence of delocalized “free” electrons. In semiconductors, the conductivity is 
influenced by the temperature and the presence of minute amounts of impurities[1]. 
Examples of semiconductors that have been used for technological applications 
are silicon (Si) and gallium arsenide (GaAs). Insulators, on the other hand have no 
significant room temperature electrical conductivity, and are generally brittle and 
hard materials, for instance quartz (SiO2) and salts (such as NaCl). 
 
Semiconductors have been grouped into elemental and compound semiconductors 
which are located in groups IV and II-VI or III-V of the Periodic Table, 
respectively. For example, Si and Ge are found in group IV, while MgO and ZnO 
are group II-VI semiconductors, and GaAs and InP are III-V semiconductors. 
Ternary compounds such as InGaAs and GaAsN are also classified as group III-V 
semiconductors due to the substitution of the isoelectronic elements in the alloys. 
Semiconductors form the basis of all modern electronics because of their 
application in devices such as transistors[1] (Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley 
received the Noble Prize in 1956 for creating the first transistor). The properties of 
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electronic devices embedded in integrated circuit (IC) chips depend on the classes 
of semiconductors used.  
Materials are characterized by a gap of forbidden energy states above the highest 
occupied band, which is referred to as the band gap or energy gap (Eg). The band 
gap separates the completely occupied valence band (VB) from the higher energy 
conduction band (CB). In metals, the valence band is partially filled; hence the 
electrons are weakly bound to the atomic lattice and are relatively free to move 
from one atom to another within the crystal. Thus, the valence and conduction 
bands overlap, which makes metals good conductors of electric current. The 
valence electrons are tightly bound to the atomic lattice in insulators and are 
localized at atomic sites. Thus, large energies will be required to excite electrons 
from the valence band to the empty conduction band as evident by the large band 
gap. In semiconductors, the valence electrons in the crystal structure are not as 
strongly bound to the atomic lattice compared with insulators and if thermally 
excited, they may be promoted to the conduction band where they are mobile as in 
metals[2]. Figure 1.1 illustrates a comparison between energy level diagrams of a 
typical insulator, a semiconductor and a metal. The distinction between these 
materials is seen by the magnitude of the separation (band gap) between the VB 
and CB. 
 
Figure 1.1: Comparison between the valence band, conduction band and energy 
gap in insulators, semiconductors and metals. The color coding 
indicates the occupancy of the band. 
Conduction Band
Valence Band
Energy Gap       Eg
Conduction Band
Valence Band
Energy Gap
Insulator MetalSemiconductor
Conduction Band
Valence Band
unoccupied
occupied
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In semiconductors, the conduction of an electric current is determined by thermal 
or optical excitations of the valence electrons into the conduction band. The key 
feature in the success of semiconductors in modern electronics is the possibility to 
change their electrical and optical properties by orders of magnitude with the 
introduction of small quantities of impurity atoms.  
1.1 Point defects 
The class of crystal defects called point defects can be due to an atom missing 
from a regular lattice site (vacancy), atoms in incorrect lattice sites 
(antisite/substitutional impurity defects) or an atom in an open space between two 
ordinary lattice host atoms (interstitial defect). Impurity atoms can also be found 
embedded in defect structures such as substitutional or interstitial-vacancy 
complexes. The different types of point defects are shown in Figure 1.2. These 
imperfections have a large impact on the electrical and optical properties of 
semiconductors which are significantly altered even if only 1 out of 109 atoms is 
replaced by a defect[3]. The entire semiconductor industry relies on intentionally 
incorporating foreign atoms or impurities, commonly known as doping to tailor 
make new materials with novel properties and also to improve the existing ones.  
 
Figure 1.2:  A schematic diagram showing different types of point defects. 
Vacancy
Substitutional impurity
Interstitial 
impurity
Interstitial impurity-vacancy complex
InterstitialSubstitutional impurity-vacancy complex
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Doping is used to control the concentration of the majority charge carriers, which 
can either be electrons or holes (the lack of an electron can behave like a 
positively charged particle). When doping results in high concentration of holes as 
charge carriers, the semiconductor is termed p-type and if doped with electrons as 
the majority charge carriers then it is called an n-type semiconductor. Pure 
semiconductors are of little practical application and must be doped with impurity 
atoms to obtain the desired optical and electrical properties. An impurity atom or 
dopant will change the electrical and optical properties of a semiconductor when it 
acts as a donor, contributing electrons to the conduction band or an acceptor, 
creating holes in the valence band. The semiconductor technology industry is 
driven by two main objectives viz., engineering new materials with unique 
electrical and optical properties, and device scalability which corresponds to the 
reduction of the size of individual constituents in integrated circuits[3,4]. These 
objectives require a detailed understanding of atomistic mechanisms of defect 
formation and control of the defects in semiconductors. A dopant or impurity 
atom serves as a donor or acceptor depending on its location in the crystal lattice 
structure. For example, a group IV atom substituting a group III atom in a III-V 
semiconductor will add an extra free electron into the conduction band and act as 
a donor. However, if the group IV atom is located on a group V lattice site, a hole 
will be created and thus act as an acceptor. 
Doped semiconductors have a wide range of applications such as substrates for 
high speed electronic and optoelectronic integrated circuits, photorefractive sensor 
devices, or for radiation and particle detectors. The functionality in one field or 
the other is strongly determined by the energy levels introduced in the band gap 
related to the impurity atoms. GaAs has some exceptional electronic and optical 
properties that make it superior to silicon in some applications and these include 
the high electron mobility and low noise generation when operated at high 
frequencies.  
This dissertation focuses on the cubic III-V semiconductors; GaAs and GaP, 
which have a zinc-blende (ZnS) structure. The arrangement of the atoms is 
identical to diamond but each atom of the III-V semiconductor is surrounded by 
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four atoms of the other element. In addition, these atoms are characterized by 
tetragonal covalent bonds in which each atom is four fold coordinated. Figure 1.3 
depicts a typical configuration of atoms in a GaAs crystal unit cell showing 14 Ga 
atoms and 4 As atoms with atomic positions (1/4, 1/4, 1/4,) and (0, 0, 0), 
respectively. 
 
Figure 1.3:  Zinc-blende structure of cubic III-V semiconductors. 
GaAs being an efficient light emitter, enables high frequency operation and fast 
switching speeds hence it is used in microwave frequency ICs, infrared LEDs, 
laser diodes and solar cells for applications in satellite communication, mobile 
telephones, data storage and radar systems[5]. GaP has an indirect band gap of 
2.26 eV and is mainly used in the manufacture of low-cost red, orange, and 
green LEDs with low to medium brightness[6,7]. 
1.2 Literature Review 
The research of defects in semiconductors has been an area of interest since the 
beginning of the semiconductor research in the late 1940s. The properties of a 
semiconductor are not only determined by the chemical nature of a dopant but 
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also by its location in the crystal lattice[3]. As a consequence, throughout the last 
half century, strong efforts in basic and applied research using different 
experimental and theoretical tools have been employed not only to characterize 
the electrical and optical properties of defects in semiconductors, but also to 
determine the location of these defects[3,4]. Relevant Mössbauer emission 
spectroscopy studies of GaAs and GaP and other techniques are discussed below. 
1.2.1 Lattice site location 
Over the past few decades, Sn defects have been studied by Mössbauer emission 
spectroscopy in GaAs[8] using implantation of 119mSn with the majority of Sn 
atoms occupying substitutional Ga sites upon implantation and other Sn atoms are 
associated with possible impurity-vacancy complexes. Further studies on defect 
structures[9] upon implantation and annealing at 200 oC confirmed the location of 
Sn impurity atoms on Ga substitutional sites, the existence of Sn-vacancy 
complexes and possibly interstitially located impurity atoms. These impurity-
vacancy complexes created by Sn implantations were evident only after annealing 
between 200 oC and 400 oC after which the Sn atoms were located on undisturbed 
Ga substitutional sites[9,10]. The annealing process showed a constant average total 
site population[8,9] over the measured temperature range (200 oC – 700 oC) which 
suggested that the annealing resulted from the dissociation of the impurity-
vacancy complexes[10]. This served as unequivocal and independent evidence of 
the location for the different sites using Mössbauer spectroscopy[8]. 
Mössbauer studies of Sn impurity atoms in GaP[11,12] and other group III-V 
semiconductors such as InP, InAs, and InSb[13-17] using implantation of 
radioactive 119In and 119mSn as precursor isotopes have shown similar results. Sn 
atoms occupied substitutional III sites upon implantation and thermal annealing. 
However, 119Sb implantations showed Sn on substitutional V sites that dominated 
after annealing at 350 oC. These sites were then inherited by the 119Sn Mössbauer 
daughter atoms which maintained the respective lattice locations due to the lower 
recoil energies imparted to the Sn atoms as compared to the displacement 
threshold energies (Ed)[17]. Site selective implantation[13] was observed by using 
different types of precursor isotopes which decayed to 119Sn in the 24 keV 
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Mössbauer state. As an amphoteric dopant, Sn atoms that occupied substitutional 
III or V sites act as a donor or acceptor, respectively[16]. The electron densities and 
hence the isomer shift values were lower for the III sites compared to the V 
sites[13,15] as shown in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1:  Isomer shifts for Sn on III and V sites in semiconductors[13,15]. 
Host GaP GaAs InAs 
Sn site Ga P Ga As In As 
δ (mm.s-1) 1.58 (3) 1.85 (5) 1.76 (3) 1.83 (4) 1.77 (4) 1.91 (3) 
 
The assignment of these different lattice sites corroborated electrical activity data 
and channeling experiments[16]. The extracted isomer shifts of the different lattice 
sites compares well with theoretical values[18]. The calculated Debye 
temperatures[15,16] for the III sites were much higher than V sites in In compounds 
as shown in Table 1.2. However, for Ga based III-V materials slightly higher 
values for the V sites relative to the III sites were observed as presented in     
Table 1.3. The disparity in the Debye temperature values has been interpreted 
using the Einstein-Debye model to account for the different electronic natures to 
the charge states of the dopants[17]. 
Table 1.2:    Debye temperature for Sn on III and V site in In compound[15,16]. 
Host InP InAs InSb 
Sn site In P In As In Sb 
θD (K) 202(6) 186(10) 180(4) 165(10) 165(4) 157(5) 
 
Table 1.3:   Debye temperature for Sn on III and V site in Ga compound[15,16]. 
Host GaP GaAs GaSb 
Sn site Ga P Ga As Ga Sb 
θD (K) 226(5) 233(10) 202(5) 200(7) 177(4) 187(10) 
 
Mössbauer emission spectroscopy studies [19] of Fe impurities in GaAs and GaP 
using 57Co (57mFe) radioactive isotopes introduced by diffusion doping showed 
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that Fe atoms substitute Ga atoms and form tetrahedral bonds with its nearest 
neighbors. A more recent study[20] identified Fe associated with lattice vacancies 
and substitutional impurity atoms in surface and bulk regions, respectively.  
1.2.2 Electronic configuration – Charge states 
The bonding which is totally covalent in group IV elemental semiconductors has 
some ionic character in III-V compound semiconductors where a sp3  hybrid 
orbital is formed. The hybrid formation constitutes the ‘donation’ of an electron 
by an element in the group V to another in the group III. This allows both partners 
to form sp3  hybrid orbitals resulting in a zinc-blende lattice structure. Fe has an 
outer shell configuration 3d 6  4s2  in its neutral state, however Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)[21] measurements of Fe doped GaAs ingots grown 
by gradient-freeze technique have evinced the presence of trivalent iron with a 
3d 5  configuration on a Ga substitutional site. This assignment is consistent with a 
Mössbauer study carried out[22] where diffusion of 57Co in GaAs introduced at 
least two states of Fe with electronic configuration near  to 3d 5  but with different 
atomic environments. Further diffusion studies[20] showed isolated Fe 
substitutional impurity atoms with 3d 5  electronic configuration in bulk regions 
while Fe which formed associations with lattice vacancies in the surface regions 
exhibited Fe3+ (3d 5 ) and Fe2+ (3d 6 ) character in p-type and n-type GaAs samples, 
respectively. Electron spin resonance (ESR) and Hall effect[23] studies of low 
temperature relaxation of solid solution of Fe in GaP confirmed Fe in 
substitutional position with 3d 5  electronic configuration. However, a neutral Fe 
interstitial component with a different electronic configuration 3d 8  was related to 
a diffusion result of Fe centers forming association with lattice vacancies. 
The occupation of substitutional sites is governed by chemical effects rather than 
kinetic displacement mechanisms. The impurity atoms tend to form tetrahedrally 
coordinated sp3  orbital with their valence electrons and this governs the selection 
of lattice sites. Thus, impurities are normally most stable at substitutional sites and 
introducing dopant atoms will increase the number of charge carriers.  
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1.3 Objectives of this study 
The incorporation of foreign atoms within a lattice can be achieved either by 
diffusion or ion implantation. Ion implantation is favored as it offers precise 
control of depth profile and concentration of dopants in addition to its ability to 
circumvent diffusion and solubility limits. Thus, any ion can practically be 
accelerated and implanted. In this study, defects created by implantation of 
radioactive 57Mn* ions into GaAs and GaP single crystals held at ambient 
temperatures followed by annealing between 77 K and 700 K were studied using 
Mössbauer emission spectroscopy at the Isotope Separator On-Line DEvice 
(ISOLDE) Facility at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland. The aim of this study was to 
determine the location and chemical nature of Fe atoms in different lattice sites, 
namely substitutional, interstitial, and/or Fe embedded in defects structures such 
as impurity-vacancy complexes. The local environments of the impurity atoms 
and the different annealing stages of the radiation damage have been investigated 
as functions of temperature. Due to its extreme sensitivity, Mössbauer 
spectroscopy has been adopted as an investigative tool, to study the lattice 
location, charge states and local surroundings of the impurity atoms by monitoring 
the temperature dependence of the extracted hyperfine parameters and Debye 
temperatures of Fe at the different lattice sites.  
The current study had the following objectives: 
1. To identify substitutionally and interstitially incorporated Fe in host matrix, 
and any Fe impurity-vacancy complexes as well as to monitor any possible 
diffusion mechanisms as a function of temperature.  
2. To determine the isomer shift and electric quadrupole splitting values, areal 
fraction of Fe at the different lattice sites and in complexes, and the 
corresponding Debye temperatures of the Fe atom at the different lattice sites.  
3. To investigate the annealing behavior of the radiation damage in GaAs and 
GaP as a function temperature. 
4. To establish systematic trends of the hyperfine parameters for the materials 
under study. 
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The approach to address the aforementioned objectives is presented in the 
dissertation outline in the subsequent section. 
1.4 Dissertation Outline 
The introduction, background, aim and objectives of the study are outlined in the 
current chapter. The theory of Mössbauer spectroscopy and the hyperfine 
interactions parameters are discussed in chapter 2. Chapter 3 focuses on the 
experimental details including the principles of ion implantation and the 
production of 57Mn* beams at ISOLDE. Chapter 3 also presents the layout of the 
Mössbauer equipment and descriptions of the measurements conducted on GaAs 
and GaP. The results are presented in chapter 4 and finally, conclusions and 
outlook are presented in chapter 5, together with recommendations for exploring 
new areas of research based on these semiconductor materials. 
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Chapter 2 
Mössbauer Spectroscopy 
2.1 Introduction 
The phenomenon of resonant recoil-free emission and absorption of gamma (γ) 
rays in nuclei without the loss of energy due to recoil and thermal broadening is 
known as the Mössbauer Effect[24]. This effect was discovered by R. L. 
Mössbauer in 1958 and provides a means of probing the local surroundings of 
particular atoms in amorphous or crystalline solids. The Mössbauer Effect can be 
used to study the properties of an emitting nucleus (Mössbauer Emission 
Spectroscopy – MES) and of an absorbing nucleus (Mössbauer Absorption 
Spectroscopy – MAS). Detailed information on the electronic, magnetic and 
geometric structure[25] of an impurity atom environment can be extracted from the 
parameters that characterize the Mössbauer spectrum of samples, i.e. hyperfine 
interactions namely the electric monopole, electric quadrupole and magnetic 
dipole interactions[26]. 
2.2 Mössbauer Effect: Resonant emission and absorption 
When a nucleus (with Z protons and N neutrons) of mass m in an excited state 
decays to the ground state by emitting a γ-ray of energy, Eγ, the nucleus recoils 
with energy ER.  
 
Figure 2.1:  Nuclear recoil after gamma emission. 
Hence, the energy carried by the γ-ray is not the transition energy EO, but            
Eγ = EO - ER. This prevents resonant absorption of the γ-ray by another nucleus of 
Z,
N
γ
ER
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the same kind (same Z and N). Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference in the emission 
energy and the insufficient γ-ray energy resulting from the loss in energy due to 
recoil. 
 
Figure 2.2:  Non-resonant absorption of γ radiation. 
However, when the nucleus is in an atom which is bound in a solid with mass M, 
the loss in energy due to recoil becomes infinitesimally small due to the effective 
mass of the whole system being much greater than the nucleus ( ࡹ ب ݉), making 
ER very small relative to EO resulting in a nearly recoil-free emission of the γ 
photon. This forms the bedrock of the Mössbauer Effect. Figure 2.3 depicts the 
resonant emission and absorption of γ-radiation between a nucleus in the excited 
state with energy, Ee and another nucleus in the ground state with energy, Eg. 
 
Figure 2.3:  Resonant emission and absorption of γ radiation. 
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2.3 Recoil-free fraction and Debye Temperature 
When the gamma emitting (or absorbing) nucleus is embedded in a crystal lattice, 
the recoil energy is transferred mostly to lattice vibrations, but since M >> m, the 
linear momentum transferred to the nucleus by photon emission and absorption 
practically disappears. The vibrational energy is dissipated as heat into the near 
lattice environments[27]. In an Einstein solid, there are 3N vibrational modes 
(where N is the number of atoms) each having the same frequency ωE. The 
emission and absorption of a γ-ray is accompanied by the transfer of integral 
multiples of quantized phonon energy (0, ±ћωE, ±2ћωE,…..) to the lattice[24,28]. 
According to R. L. Mössbauer[24], when ER << ћωE, there exists a certain fraction, 
f of transitions which take place without lattice vibrations (zero-phonon 
transition). f is called the recoil-free fraction and is related to the vibrational 
properties of the crystal lattice by the expression; 
 
2 2- x
f = e
k
   (2.1) 
where ۃݔଶۄ is the mean square displacement of a nucleus along the direction of the 
wave vector k of the emitted γ-ray. The wave vector is related to the momentum 
(pγ) of the γ-ray by the expression; 
 γ
hp =
2π
k  (2.2) 
where h is the Planck constant. However, the momentum of the γ-ray is related to 
its energy and the speed of light (c) by the equation; 
 γγ
E
p =
c
. (2.3)  
Thus from equation (2.2), the wave vector can be written in the following form; 
 γ
E
= 
ck  
(2.4)  
with ћ = h/2π. Consequently, the expression for the recoil-free fraction in 
equation (2.1) can be written as,  
 2 2exp
2
γ 2Ef - x
c
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  
(2.5) 
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In an Einstein solid, the mean square displacement can be written as 
 2
E
2 Ex =
mω  
(2.6) 
where the mean energy E of the oscillators is given by the quantum number of 
the oscillators as, 
 
E
1
2
E =hω n +⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (2.7) 
where the thermal average of n  can be written in terms of the Planck’s 
distributions function as 
 
E
1
exp 1
n
kT( / )ω
=
− . (2.8) 
Combining equations (2.5) – (2.8) gives the following expression for f : 
 R E
E
exp coth
E θ
f
kθ 2T
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
= −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
. (2.9) 
The Debye model on the other hand abandons the idea of single vibrational 
frequency of the lattice atoms and embodies a continuum of oscillator frequencies 
ranging from zero up to a maximum ωD which follows the distribution formula 
N(ω) = constant x ω2. The Debye model leads to the expression: 
 
D
2 2
0 B
coth d
2 2
Nx
M k T
( )
ω
ω ω
ω
ω
⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∫
 k  (2.10) 
which integrates to the more familiar equation  
 
D
2 T
0B D D
3exp 1 4
2 1
γ
x
E T xf dx
k θ θ e -
θ⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥= − + ⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
∫
 
(2.11) 
where kB is Boltzmann constant and θD is the characteristic Debye temperature.     
f is also known as Debye-Waller factor or Mössbauer-Lamb factor. ER is the  
recoil energy of the nucleus which is determined by the nuclear mass m and the   
γ-energy Eγ and can be written as: 
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R
γ
2
E
E =
2mc
. (2.12)  
The Debye temperature is given by: 
 D
D
B
hωθ =
k
. (2.13)  
For T << θD, equation (2.11)  reduces to:  
 R
B D D
3exp
2
2 2E π Tf
k θ θ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥= − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦   
(2.14)  
and at absolute zero  
 R
B D
3
exp
2
E
f
k θ
⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
. (2.15) 
In the high temperature limit, for T > θD,  f approximates to: 
 R
B D
6
exp
E T
f
k θ
⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
. (2.16)  
The high temperature approximation of f shows that the resonance area drops 
exponentially with the increase in temperature, with a gradient that can be used to 
determine the Debye temperature (θD). The low temperature approximation shows 
that at T = 0 K, f = 1 and it decreases with increasing recoil energy (i.e. photon 
energy) and temperature, and with decreasing Debye temperature. The Debye 
temperature is a measure of the strength of the bonds between the Mössbauer 
atom and the nearest neighbouring atoms in the lattice[27].  
2.4 Experimental Resonance Condition 
The observation of resonance in Mössbauer spectroscopy for a particular nuclide 
is governed by the mean lifetime (τN) of the excited state and the transition energy 
EO. The effect of the mean lifetime and transition energy on resonance and 
possible range of operation are discussed in the section below.  
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2.4.1 Natural line width 
According to Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, a nuclear level with mean lifetime 
(τN) has an energy uncertainty (Г) given by 
 
N
Γ
τ
=

 
(2.17) 
where τN is related to the half-life (t1/2) of the radioactive nucleus by the relation  
N
ln 2
1 2
τ =  .t . (2.18) 
57Fe is the most frequently utilized Mössbauer nucleus and has a energy transition 
of 14.4 keV and a mean lifetime of 141 ns, so it has a linewidth of  
 9
N
4 7 10 eVΓ = τ .
−
= ×
 . (2.19) 
This gives an energy resolution of approximately 95 10−× eV and an energy ratio 
given by ܧఊ ߁ ൌ 3.1 ൈ 10ଵଶ⁄ . Mössbauer spectroscopy has undoubtedly the 
highest energy resolution amongst all spectroscopic methods[29,30] and changes in 
nuclear levels as small as 1 part in 1012 can be detected[25]. In order to modify the 
γ-ray energy, a simple Doppler movement can be utilized, and the convention in 
Mössbauer spectroscopy is to use Doppler velocity scale in mm.s-1 instead of 
energy. 
 
The distribution of energies about EO (= transition probability as a function of 
transition energy E) is given by the Breit-Wigner formula[27], 
 ( )( ) ( )o
2
2 2
Γ/2
I(E)=
E E + Γ/2−
 
 (2.20) 
with a Lorentzian distribution as shown in Figure 2.4. ∆ܧ ൌ ߁ is the energy width 
of the excited state (e) with a mean lifetime (τN) and also gives the Full Width of 
the transition spectral line at Half Maximum (FWHM). 
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Figure 2.4:  Intensity I(E) as a function of transition energy E. 
The width of a relevant transition line is governed by the mean lifetime of the 
excited state. Nuclides suitable for Mössbauer spectroscopy should possess 
excited states with mean lifetimes in the range 10-6 s to 10-11 s. Longer lifetimes 
produce too narrow emission and absorption lines which would not overlap 
effectively. These longer lifetimes would require an extremely small Doppler 
velocity in the order of μm.s-1 which is challenging to achieve experimentally[27], 
while for shorter lifetimes the resonance overlap would be significantly spread out 
and thus no longer distinguishable from the spectrum base line. This effect of 
lifetime on resonance is depicted in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5:  Effect of mean lifetime on resonance. 
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2.4.2 Transition Energy 
The recoil energy (ER) of a nucleus is related to the transition energy (EO) or γ-ray 
energy (Eγ) by the expression,  
 
R
2
γ
2
E
E =
2mc
. (2.21) 
The higher the transition energy the greater the recoil energy. High transition 
energies, EO > 180 keV will cause very large recoil effects. This will destroy the 
resonance while γ-quanta with relatively small energies, EO < 5 keV will be 
mostly absorbed in the source and absorber.  
2.5 Factors influencing the Mössbauer Effect 
The interactions between the nucleus and its surrounding electrons lead to 
changes in the nuclear energy levels of the order of 10-7 – 10-8 eV. These 
interactions are called hyperfine interactions. Mössbauer Spectroscopy serves a 
bridge linking the nucleus with its surroundings, through the hyperfine 
interactions, and is the only effect that gives a direct measure of these energy 
changes. The energy changes are sensitive to changes in the structure, whether 
crystalline or amorphous, lattice periodicity and probe nucleus-complexes. 
Moreover,  changes in the magnetic ordering, oxidation state of the probe nucleus 
in a compound, coordination, and the effects of ligands, as well as the diffusion 
and vibrations of atoms in a solid can be investigated by Mössbauer 
spectroscopy[29]. 
2.5.1 Electric Monopole Interaction: Isomer shift  
The isomer shift (δ) results from the electrostatic interaction between the charge 
distribution of the nucleus and those electrons which have a finite probability of 
being present in the region of the nucleus, the s-electrons. The interaction causes 
shifts in the nuclear energy levels of the absorber and the source nuclei, this in 
turn affect the nuclear ground state and excited state levels in different extents as 
illustrated in Figure 2.6(a). Equations (2.22) and (2.23) show the respective 
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energy transitions EA and ES between the excited state and the ground state in the 
absorber and the source, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.6:  Effects of electric monopole interaction: Isomer shift. 
The energy gaps EA and ES are given by  
 
2 2 22
AA e g
2 e 0
3
E Z r r( )π ψ ⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (2.22) 
and  
 
2 2 22
SS e g
2 e 0
3
E Z r r( )π ψ ⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  (2.23) 
where 
2
r is the expectation value for the square of the nucleus radius[27] and 
|߰ሺ0ሻ|ଶ is the corresponding probability density. Thus the Mössbauer transition 
energy between the absorber and the source will be slightly different, resulting in 
no resonant absorption of any emitted γ-radiation. 
2.5.1.1 Observing resonance 
If the nuclei in the source and absorber have the same environments, then their 
transition energy will be the same and hence Mössbauer resonance absorption will 
occur. This is due to the electric monopole interaction causing shifts in the nuclear 
energy levels of both the absorber and source nuclei to the same extent. However, 
if the electron density at the nuclei in the source is different from that in the 
absorber, then the Mössbauer transition energy will vary slightly in the two nuclei. 
Thus a γ-ray with variable energy within the limits of the shift of the nuclear 
0
δ
EAES
δ = EA - ES
E
v (mm.s-1)
I (v)
(a) (b)
δ
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energy levels is required to observe resonant absorption. In conventional 
Mössbauer absorption spectroscopy, this is achieved by changing the energy of 
the γ-ray source along the direction of propagation by the Doppler Effect. In this 
way, the emitted γ-ray is absorbed and detected as a function of velocity. 
However, in Mössbauer emission spectroscopy at ISOLDE, because the sample 
acts as the source of γ-rays, the detector instead of the source is vibrated within 
the limits of the energy difference between the two nuclei for resonance to occur. 
This will appear as a shift (from the zero velocity) in the position of the 
absorption peak known as the isomer shift. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6(b) and 
is proportional to the difference in the electron densities at the two nuclear sites in 
the source and absorber. In terms of spectra, the isomer shift is the velocity at 
which maximum absorption occurs, while the difference in the relative energy 
levels between the source and the absorber, ∆E, is equal to the shift caused by the 
Doppler Effect at this particular velocity. In the former case, when the nuclei are 
in the same environments, resonance absorption will occur at zero velocity even 
when either the source or absorber is vibrating with respect to the other. 
2.5.1.2 Shielding effect 
The isomer shift is strictly a function of the s-electron density which is greatly 
modified by the presence of overlapping  p, d, and f orbitals. The electron 
densities of these orbitals influence the spatial distribution of the s-electrons in the 
same atom, because they ‘screen or shield’ the s-electrons from the nucleus[31] 
through inter-electronic repulsion. An increase in the 3d density increases the 
isomer shift; while an increase in the 4s density decreases the isomer shift. A 
gradual increase in the number of 3d electrons causes a reduction in the total s-
electrons in the      s-electron density, resulting in the isomer shift of Fe2+ (3d 6 ) 
shifting more to positive velocity than Fe3+ (3d5 ). Thus Fe2+ (3d 6 ) ion has larger 
isomer shift than Fe3+ (3d 5 ) ion[31]. 
2.5.1.3 Second-order Doppler Shift 
The total observed shift of the energy levels is not entirely due to the electric 
monopole interaction but may also arise from the thermal motion of the 
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Mössbauer atoms. These thermal vibrations result from the changes in 
temperature and this temperature dependent contribution which causes the shifting 
of the energy levels is called the second-order Doppler shift (δSOD). Thus the total 
observed shift of the entire Mössbauer spectrum is called the center shift (δC), 
which is given by the sum of the isomer shift (δIS) and the second-order Doppler 
shift (δSOD). The isomer shift is therefore given by:   
 
IS C SOD
δ δ δ= − . (2.24) 
The second-order Doppler shift, also known as the thermal shift is proportional to 
the mean square velocity of the probe nucleus[32,33] and can be written as:  
 
2
2SOD 2
v
E
c γ
δ =  (2.25) 
       
2
2v
=
c
. (2.26) 
The shift of the energy levels due to the second order Doppler Shift can be 
approximated in a Debye model as follows; 
 
D
4 T 3
B D
SOD
0D
3 3 3
2 8 1x
k T x dx
mc e
θθ
δ
θ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟= − + ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥
−⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦∫ . 2.27) 
2.5.1.4 Isomer shift and s-electron density 
The isomer shift, in Doppler velocity units, can be written as  
 
IS A S
δ =E  E−  (2.28)   
which is given by the expression[27], 
 ( )( )2 2IS a s e g25 Ze R Rδ π ρ ρ= − −  (2.29) 
where Z is the atomic number, e is the electronic charge. Re and Rg are the radii 
for the excited and ground state nuclei, respectively. The electron densities at the 
nucleus in the absorber and source material are ρa and ρs, respectively, given by: 
 
2 2
a sa s
andρ = e ψ 0  ρ = e ψ 0( ) ( )− − . (2.30) 
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It can be seen from equation (2.29) that the isomer shift is directly proportional to 
the difference in the s-electron charge densities between the nuclei in the absorber 
and the source ∆ρ(0). Thus equation (2.28) can be written in the form, 
 ( )
IS
0δ α ρ= Δ  (2.31) 
where α is a proportionality constant known as the calibration constant dependent 
on nuclear parameters[17,29] such as nuclear radius (R) and proton number (Z).  
In Mössbauer emission spectroscopy at ISOLDE, the same absorber (detector) is 
used for a series of temperature dependent measurements on samples which acts 
as sources for γ-radiation, and thus ρa(0) is a constant. Therefore, the measured 
isomer shift is a linear function of the s-electron density at the nucleus of the 
source (sample): 
 ( ) ( )
IS a s
0 0δ α ρ ρ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦  (2.32) 
where ρa is generally known. Thus ρs can be determined directly from the isomer 
shift. In order to compare and discuss experimental results, an α-Fe foil is used for 
calibration as a reference for all measured isomer shift values. The isomer shift is 
usually very small, for example, δ = 0.3 mm.s-1 corresponds to an energy shift of 
≈ 10-8 eV. This minute energy changes can only be detected in Mössbauer effect 
and the isomer shift is only accessible by this effect[29]. The electron densities are 
generally assumed not to depend measurably on temperature.  
The isomer shift is therefore sensitive to the charge density distribution caused by 
the environments around the nucleus, that is, any factor that affects the number 
and/or distribution of valence electrons. This gives information on the oxidation 
state, coordination number, ligand type coordinated to iron cations, and spin state 
of iron atoms. At room temperature, Fe3+ in a crystalline lattice has an isomer shift 
value of 0.20 - 0.50 mm.s-1 relative to a Fe metal and a quadrupole splitting          
< 1.5 mm.s-1. In a tetrahedral coordination, Fe2+ normally gives isomer shift value 
> 1 mm.s-1 and quadrupole splitting value > 2 mm.s-1 [31]. Isomer shift decreases as 
the coordination number of the Fe atom decreases and is primarily a function of 
the spatial arrangement of atoms and the nearest neighbor bonding. 
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2.5.2 Electric Quadrupole Interaction: Quadrupole Splitting 
A nucleus with spin ܫ ൐ ଵଶ has a non-spherical nuclear charge distribution and 
therefore a non-zero electric quadrupole moment which may be expressed as  
 
2 21 3 dQ z
e
( )( )ρ= −∫ r r r  (2.33) 
in the principal axis system[29]. The quadrupole moment interacts with the electric 
field gradient (EFG) around the nucleus, which is generated whenever the nuclear 
environment has a charge distribution lower than cubic. This situation exists in 
non cubic crystal lattices and in the presence of defects in the neighborhood of the 
probe atom. This interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment and the electric 
field gradient splits the nuclear energy levels into sub-states with spin I, (I - 1),            
(I - 2)… - I without removing the degeneracy between the states having the same 
spin quantum number I [31,34]. The sub-states are equivalent to saying there exists a 
set of restrictions placed on the possible angular orientation of the nucleus with 
respect to the EFG, and these have different energies.  
For instance, the ground state of 57Fe has a spin ܫ ൌ േ ଵଶ, while the 14.4 keV 
excited state, a spin ܫ ൌ േ ଷଶ, and the presence of an EFG does not affect the 
ground state but splits the excited state into ݉I ൌ േ ଷଶ and ݉I ൌ േ
ଵ
ଶ sublevels. 
Thus two transitions from the ground state are possible, resulting in two lines in 
the Mössbauer spectrum as depicted in Figure 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.7:  Effects of the electric quadrupole interaction: quadrupole splitting. 
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The degree of splitting of these lines is a measure of energy the difference 
between the excited states and depends on the nuclear quadrupole moment, the 
orientation and magnitude of the EFG. The quadrupole moment for a given 
nucleus is known, but the EFG may arise from charges on the neighboring ion or 
ligands surrounding the Mössbauer atom and charges in partially filled orbitals of 
the Mössbauer atom[29]. If lattice sites that have a point group symmetry less than 
cubic, then the line splitting will occur if the nuclear states have finite quadrupole 
moments. The energy difference between the two sublevels equals the separation 
between the two resonance lines and is known as the quadrupole splitting given 
by the expression, 
 
1
2 2
ZZ
Q
1
2 3
eQV
E ηΔ ⎛ ⎞= ± +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  
(2.34) 
where e is the electron charge, Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment, Vzz is the 
principal axis component of the EFG interacting with the quadrupole and η is an 
asymmetry parameter of the electric field given by, 
 XX YY
ZZ
V Vη = 
V
−
 
(2.35) 
and must satisfy 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.  
 
The asymmetry parameter is a measure of the deviation of the EFG from axial 
symmetry and therefore in the presence of axial symmetry at a specific lattice site, 
η = 0. Thus, the lattice symmetry reflecting the effect of coordinating atoms, and 
the clustering of the atoms can be studied by measuring the quadrupole splitting. 
For η = 0, the intensity ratio of the two transitions, ±3/2 → ±1/2 and ±1/2 → ±1/2 
is given by the equation; 
 
1
2 221 cos sin
3
R ( )θ θ
−⎛ ⎞
= + +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (2.36)  
where θ is the angle between the γ-ray direction and the Vzz direction. The sign of 
the EFG[17,26] can be determined from the equation (2.36). 
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2.5.2.1 Sources of the Electric Field Gradient 
The EFG is defined as the second spatial derivative of the electric potential, and 
therefore being a tensor, it contains information on the symmetry and orientation 
of the charge distribution with respect to the crystal lattice[27,29,32]. Therefore, the 
EFG tensor delivers information on the configuration of the defect causing the 
gradient of the electric field. The electric charges distributed around a Mössbauer 
nucleus can contribute to the EFG only when their symmetry is lower than cubic. 
However, there are two fundamental sources that contribute to the electric field 
gradient, in principal axis system and with η = 0, is given by [27,29]: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )ZZ ZZ ZZtotal Lat ValV V V= + . (2.37) 
The lattice (ligand) contribution (VZZ)Lat results from the charges on the 
neighboring ions or ligands surrounding the Mössbauer atom. The second source 
is known as the valence electron contribution (VZZ)Val which arises as a result of 
the charges in the partially filled valence orbitals of the Mössbauer atom. 
2.5.2.2 Temperature dependence of the quadrupole splitting 
The quadrupole splitting increases with decreasing temperature and is related by a 
T 3/2 dependence. This arises from the temperature dependence of the electric field 
gradient created by both the surrounding lattice and valence electrons. The 
temperature dependence of both the lattice and electronic fields is mainly due to 
the thermal expansion of the crystal lattice and the influence of the created 
phonons on the conduction electrons[30,33]. The temperature dependent form of  
equation (2.34), gives the quadrupole splitting at a particular temperature T by the 
expression[35], 
 
3
2
Q Q O
K
1 TE E
T,
Δ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥
= − ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
Δ  (2.38) 
where ∆EQ,O is the quadrupole splitting at 0 K, and TK a constant. Both are fitting 
parameters. 
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2.5.3 Magnetic Dipole Interaction: Magnetic Splitting 
A magnetic dipole interaction is observed if the nuclear states involves a magnetic 
dipole moment (μ) and a magnetic field (B) is present at the nucleus, either  
produced by the surrounding electrons or ions present, or applied externally. This 
interaction leads to a precession of the magnetic moment about the field direction, 
which leads to a splitting of an energy level into 2I+1 sub-states characterized by 
the magnetic spin quantum number mI. A nuclear state with ܫ ൒ ଵଶ possesses a 
magnetic dipole moment and for 57Fe, there exists magnetic dipole moments for 
both the ground state ܫ ൌ ଵଶ, and the first excited state ܫ ൌ
ଷ
ଶ. This effect leads to 
complete removal of  the degeneracy of the nuclear levels, and thus the ground 
state with ܫ ൌ ଵଶ splits into two sub-states and the excited state with ܫ ൌ
ଷ
ଶ into four 
sub-states as depicted in Figure 2.8. 
 
Figure 2.8:  Effects of magnetic dipole interaction: magnetic splitting. 
The splitting of the nuclear energy levels, equivalent in principle to the Zeeman 
Effect in atoms in optical spectroscopy is known as magnetic splitting or nuclear 
Zeeman Effect. The selection rules for magnetic dipole transition (∆mI = 0, ±1) 
allowed for γ transitions between the sublevels leads to six possible transitions 
resulting in a sextet (six absorption lines) in the Mössbauer spectrum. The 
energies of the sublevels are given by the first order perturbation theory by, 
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M I N N I
E (m )= g μ m− B
 
(2.39) 
where gN is the nuclear Landé factor and μN is the nuclear Bohr magneton. 
2.5.3.1 Relative Line Intensities 
The linewidth of the six lines are in principle equal, but their intensities are very 
different. The intensity ratio of each line is found as the matrix element 
represented by the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients multiplied by the appropriate 
angular dependence between the direction of the γ-radiation and that of the 
magnetic hyperfine field[26,36]. For  ܫ ൌ ଵଶ ՜
ଷ
ଶ in 
57Fe the intensity ratios are given 
in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Angular distribution of the relative intensities for the six 
allowed transitions in 57Fe[15].   
Line Transition 
Relative 
Intensity 
Poly-
Crystalline
B ║γ B ┴ γ 
1 (6) 1 2 3 2± → ± ( )23 1 cos θ+ 3 3 3 
2 (5) 1 2 1 2± → ±  24sin θ  2 0 4 
3 (4) 1 2 1 2± →   21 cos θ+  1 1 1 
 
For a thin absorber, the recoil-free fraction f is isotropic, and when the angle 
between B and the γ-ray is θ = 0, the relative intensities of the six lines are in the 
ratio of 3:0:1:1:0:3. When θ = 90o, the ratio is 3:4:1:1:4:3. However, if the 
magnetic field vectors at the nuclei are randomly oriented, then the intensity ratio 
is 3:2:1:1:2:3. 
2.5.3.2 Effective Magnetic Field 
The magnetic hyperfine splitting allows for the determination of the size and 
direction of the effective magnetic field (Beff) acting at the nucleus. The effective 
magnetic field is given by the sum of the local magnetic field Bloc at the 
Mössbauer nucleus by the lattice and the hyperfine magnetic field Bhf of the 
Mössbauer atom’s own electrons: 
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eff loc hf
= +B B B
. (2.40) 
The local field by the lattice may be attributed to the material’s own magnetic 
ordering, and/or by an externally applied field or both. This local field may have 
the following contributions: 
 
loc ext m
4
3M
π
= − +B B D M
 
(2.41) 
where Bext is an external field, Mm is the magnetization, DM represents the 
demagnetization field, and the 
m
4
3
π M represents the Lorentz field.  
Many materials can also create their own magnetic hyperfine field (Bhf) and it has 
three contributions[27,29];  
 
hf F L D
= + +B B B B
 
(2.42) 
where BF is Fermi contact field, produced by the s-electron spin density and may 
be written as, 
 
2 2
o
F B
n
2
0 0
3 ns ns
( ) ( )
μ
μ ψ ψ
↑ ↓
⎡ ⎤
= − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑B  (2.43) 
where μB is the Bohr magneton and 
2 2
0 and 0
ns ns
( ) ( )ψ ψ
↑ ↓ represent the spin-up 
and spin-down electron densities at the nucleus, respectively.  The difference 
arises as a result of the unpaired d electrons.  
BL is called the orbital field due to the orbital motion of unpaired electrons around 
the nucleus. This motion constitutes a circular current, which in turn produces a 
magnetic field at the nucleus: 
 3o
L B Z2
r L
μ
μ
π
−
= −B   (2.44) 
where Lz is the z-component of the orbital angular momentum.   
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Finally, the third term BD is the dipole field at the nucleus produced by the total 
spin magnetic moment of the valence electrons and is given by the equation; 
 3 2o
D B
3cos 1
8 Z
r S
μ
μ θ
π
−
= −B
 
(2.45) 
where Sz is the z-component of the spin angular momentum. It is obvious that BD 
is zero for a charge distribution with cubic symmetry. In general, the local 
magnetic field is much smaller than the hyperfine field. 
2.5.4 Combined magnetic and quadrupole interactions 
Often both the magnetic and the quadrupole splitting are present, resulting in a 
combined effect. The shape of the Mössbauer spectrum depends not only on the 
relative strengths of the two interactions but also the relative orientation of the 
EFG principal axis, the magnetic field and the incident γ-ray[27,29,36,37]. In most 
semiconductors, there is no internal magnetic field but an external one may be 
applied to understand some questions regarding the quadrupole interaction. 
However, when both interactions are present, closed form solutions for the 
splittings are possible when one interaction is weaker than the other[26].  
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Details 
3.1 Introduction 
Over the past few decades, ion implantation[38-41] has shown to be a promising 
doping technique for semiconductor materials because of its ability to by-pass 
solubility and diffusion limits which exist in the conventional diffusion method. In 
addition, ion implantation offers some advantages already known from silicon 
technology[40], for example, nearly all elements of the periodic table can be 
introduced as dopants with precise control of depth distribution and concentration 
by varying the ion beam energy and fluence. In addition, the use of radioactive 
isotopes with short lifetimes as probe atoms in solids have significantly broadened 
the scope of solid state physics accessibility to Mössbauer spectroscopy.  
This chapter introduces the principles of ion implantation and the production and 
use of radioactive ion beams at the ISOLDE Facility, CERN. The last part of this 
chapter focuses on the experimental details of Mössbauer emission spectroscopy 
which is utilized as a characterization technique for studying Fe impurity defects 
in GaAs and GaP.  
3.2 Principles of Ion Implantation 
The introduction of impurity atoms or dopants into the near surface region of a 
substrate by direct bombardment of high energy impurity or dopant atoms is 
known as ion implantation. As these energetic ions travel in the material they lose 
energy or momentum through interactions with the target atoms (and their 
electrons) and finally come to rest. This section focuses on energy loss processes, 
and relevant parameters that influence damage formation and the final location of 
the dopants.   
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3.2.1 Ion stopping mechanisms  
An energetic ion that enters a semiconductor surface begins to transfer energy to 
the bound electrons in the electron clouds of the host atoms (electronic stopping) 
and also lose energy or momentum mainly by elastic collisions with the target’s 
lattice atoms (nuclear stopping)[39-46] 
3.2.1.1 Electronic Stopping 
The energy loss of a recoiling ion due to electronic processes arises from 
collisions between the electrons of the target atoms and the implanted ion as 
shown in Figure 3.1(a), resulting in excitation and possibly ionization of the target 
atoms[41]. The drag force due to the ‘sea’ of free electrons[42] also contributes to 
the slowing down of the implanted ion as depicted in Figure 3.1(b). These 
collisions are inelastic in nature and results in small energy losses in which the 
electrons are excited or ejected from their shells and dissipate their energy through 
thermal vibrations of the target. Electronic stopping dominates as the ions enter 
the semiconductor surface when the ion energy is relatively high.   
 
Figure 3.1: Electronic stopping mechanism, due to (a) inelastic collision and (b) 
drag force from the electrons. 
3.2.1.2 Nuclear Stopping 
The nuclear stopping mechanism involves elastic collisions between lattice atoms 
and the recoiling dopant atom. Large amounts of energy are transferred during 
collisions resulting in significant angular displacements of dopants from their 
dopant
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trajectory and subsequent relocations of lattice atoms from their original sites, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. At very high energies, the nuclear energy loss is small 
due to the fast particles having less interaction time with scattering nucleus. Thus 
the nuclear stopping tends to dominate at the end of the range when the ions have 
lost most of their energy and spends more time in the vicinity of the lattice nuclei. 
Nuclear stopping is responsible for the formation of disruptions in the crystal 
lattice.  
 
Figure 3.2:  Nuclear stopping mechanism. 
3.2.2 Total stopping power 
The total energy loss of the dopant ion is given by the sum of the nuclear and 
electronic energy losses, a good approximation of which is given by the Lindhard-
Scharff-Schiott (LSS) theory[41,43]. The total stopping power of the target is 
defined as the loss of energy per unit distance and given by the equation,  
 ( ) ( )
n e
dE- =N S E +S E
dx
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (3.1) 
where, N is number of target atoms per unit volume or the density of the atoms in 
the target materials, Sn is the nuclear stopping power and Se is the electronic 
stopping power. In general, the nuclear stopping dominates at low energies while 
the electronic loss dominates at high energies. Figure 3.3 shows the dominance of 
the energy loss processes as a function of ion energy. Sno is an approximation for 
Implanted ion
Scattered ion
Displaced 
target ion
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the nuclear stopping potential and the ion energy when the electronic stopping 
contribution coincides with the nuclear stopping approximations; Ec is the critical 
energy which determines the dominance of the two major energy loss mechanisms 
with respect to the ion energy. When the ion energy is greater than Ec then the 
electronic stopping is the main energy loss mechanism while nuclear stopping 
dominates when the ion energy is less than the critical energy.  
 
Figure 3.3: Theoretical estimates of nuclear stopping power (Sn) and electronic 
stopping power (Se ) variation as a function of ion energy. 
3.2.3 Range and Distribution Profile 
When ions enter the substrate they continuously lose energy and change direction 
due to collisions with target atoms.  The random nature of the collisions implies 
that the total distance travelled (range) and its projection in the direction of the 
incident ion beam (projected range) are random variables as shown in Figure 3.4 
(a). Some ions will stop at a depth smaller than the projected range and others at a 
depth larger than the projected range. Thus, there exists a distribution of ions 
about the projected range as illustrated in Figure 3.4 (b). 
 
E
Se(E)Sn(E)
Sn0
Ec
dE-
dx
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Figure 3.4:  Ion depth and distribution profiles. 
 
The implantation profile (projected ranges of a large number of ions) given by the 
LSS theory for an amorphous material can be approximated by a Gaussian 
distribution[9] due to the statistical nature of the ion stopping process as follows;  
           p
p
p
exp
2x R
N x   N R  
2 R
( - )
( ) ( ) -
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
≈
Δ
          (3.2) 
where the peak doping concentration N(Rp) is related to the dose (φ ) by the 
expression: 
 
p
p
ΔN R  = 2 R( )
φ  (3.3) 
where the dose is controlled by the beam current, Rp is the projected range and 
∆Rp is the straggle, which gives the variations in the projected ranges for different 
ions and thus describes the standard deviation in statistical terms. From equation 
(3.1) the range of the ions can be determined as follows; 
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3.2.4 SRIM2008 Simulation 
Monte Carlo calculations were carried out to predict the final implantation depth 
and collision events for the implanted ions using the code SRIM2008[47]. This 
information was used to select the ion energy and sample thickness, and assists in 
understanding the nature of the created defects.  
 
The distribution profiles of 57Mn* implanted in GaAs and GaP are shown Figures 
3.5 (a) and 3.5 (b) respectively. The calculations were conducted for a sample 
held at an angle of 60o with respect to the beam line which resembles the actual 
experimental orientation. Figures 3.6 (a) and 3.6 (b) shows the target 
displacements, vacancies, and replacement collisions produced as result of the 
simulated implantation. 
 
Figure 3.5:  Ion ranges distribution profile for 60 keV 57Mn* implanted at an 
angle of 60o into (a) GaAs and (b) GaP. The sample-beam 
experimental arrangement is depicted below the graphs.  
 
(a) (b)
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Figure 3.6:  Damage profiles for 60 keV 57Mn* implanted at an angle of 60o into 
(a) GaAs and (b) GaP. 
 
The calculated projected range and straggle values for GaAs and GaP are 
displayed in Table 3.1.  
Table 3.1: Projected range and straggle values for 57Mn* implanted in 
GaAs and GaP.  
 GaAs GaP 
Projection Range (Å) Straggle (Å) Range (Å) Straggle (Å) 
Longitudinal 238 154 247 154 
Lateral 327 378 368 414 
Radial 374 188 407 189 
3.2.5 Implantation parameters 
The damage produced as a result of the interaction between the implanted 
dopants, the local environment, and the final location of the dopants depends on a 
number of parameters and these include the ion energy, ion mass, implantation 
temperature, ion flux and fluence. The effects of these parameters are outlined 
below.  
(a) (b)
GaAs GaP
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 3.2.5.1 Ion energy 
The ion energy determines the energy transferred to the crystal lattice through 
electronic and nuclear stopping. The larger the ion energy the greater damage is 
produced by nuclear energy loss which results in collision cascades. The density 
of these collision cascades depend on the ion mass. 
3.2.5.2 Ion mass 
The energy imparted to the crystal lattice is strongly determined by the mass of 
the implanted ion. When a light ion is incident on a substrate, small amount of 
energy is transferred to the lattice atoms during collisions. Moreover, because of 
its small mass, it is deflected by a large scattering angle by the relatively large 
lattice atoms. This results in an extended region with relatively less damage. 
However, for a heavy ion, at every collision a relatively large amount of energy is 
transferred to the lattice atoms resulting in displacements. The ion is deflected by 
a small scattering angle resulting in the majority of the damage confined to a 
small volume.  
 3.2.5.3 Implantation temperature 
Intrinsic defects (vacancies or interstitials) may become mobile with increasing 
temperature, which allows for defect recombination within the primary collision 
cascades that reduces the damage after implantation. Moreover, the implantation 
at elevated temperatures is also connected to the change in defects types[44]. At 
high temperatures for low ion fluences, mainly point defects and point defect 
complexes are to be expected. However, for high fluence implantations, these may 
transform to complex structures resulting in a mixture of defect clusters and 
extended defects.  
3.2.5.4 Ion flux 
The number of ions implanted per unit area and time is known as ion flux. The ion 
flux determines the time between the two subsequent ion implants. This time is 
available for annealing of produced damage by the previous ion. The high ion flux 
may also locally raise the temperature of the material under study. Thus the effect 
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of ion flux on the formation of radiation damage is closely related to the 
implantation temperature and it is often hard to distinguish between the 
contributions of these effects[44]. The damage concentration increases with 
increasing number of ions impinging on a semiconductor surface per unit area and 
time.   
3.2.5.5 Ion dose 
The dose (or fluence), φ  is the number of implanted ions per unit area (usually 
given by ions/cm2). It is related to the beam current IB by the formula:  
 B
i
I t
q A
φ =  (3.5) 
where t denotes the implantation time, A the beam area and qi is the charge per 
ion. Thus by controlling the beam current, the concentration profile of the 
implanted ions can be controlled. High fluences can lead to amorphization of the 
materials under investigations, however low fluences (below 1012 ion/cm2) are 
applied to avoid non-overlapping damage cascades. The dose is given by the 
product of the ion flux and total implantation time.  
3.2.6 Radiation damage 
As the nuclear stopping dominates, a series of elastic collisions between the target 
atoms and the dopants occur before the dopants come to rest. When the energy of 
the implanted ion is higher that the lattice displacement energies, then the lattice 
atoms are displaced from their original site, leaving behind vacancies and 
formation of interstitial defects. Below room temperature, the atoms are unable to 
move far through the lattice so local relaxation occurs to accommodate them. At 
high temperatures, the displaced atoms can diffuse into empty lattice sites and 
repair the damage or coalesce together to form extended defects[44]. However, 
with radioactive implantations, if the daughter atom has recoil energy greater than 
the displacement energy, further collisions will occur resulting in more relocations 
and lattice dislocations. This disturbance of the periodic order of the lattice atoms 
in crystalline materials due to the implantation is known as radiation damage. 
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3.2.7 Annealing 
Ion implantation has several advantages over diffusion as discussed, however it is 
a destructive method because of the radiation damage. Dopants come to rest on 
interstitial positions or form substitutional and/or impurity-vacancy complexes 
where they will not be charge carriers. Sometimes, if the damage is extreme then 
amorphization of the semiconductor surface may occur[48]. Annealing usually 
follows the implantation process to remove the defects either partially or 
completely. This is a high temperature treatment process of the implanted 
semiconductor surface for the dopants to diffuse to a substitutional site where they 
become electrically active. Annealing also promotes crystallization of the 
amorphous materials. However, if the implantation is done at elevated 
temperatures, the formation of amorphous layers is inhibited and high 
substitutional fractions may be observed in many cases[38,44]. Continuous stepwise 
annealing at different temperatures prevents the build-up of high levels of 
radiation damage.  
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3.3 Mössbauer emission spectroscopy at ISOLDE 
Mössbauer emission spectroscopy using radioactive probe atoms presents a novel 
method of utilizing the sample under study as the source of γ-rays. Mössbauer 
emission spectroscopy utilizing radioactive precursor isotope 57Mn*                   
(T1/2 = 1.5 min) produced at the ISOLDE Facility as implantation probe atoms, 
which β − decays to 57Fe are used for studying defects in GaP and GaAs.      
Figure 3.7 shows the layout of the ISOLDE Facility and the 57Mn* Mössbauer 
spectroscopy experimental site at the General Low Mass (GLM) beam line. 
Figure 3.7:  The ISOLDE Facility layout[4]. 
3.3.1 Beam production at ISOLDE 
57Mn* radioactive ion beams are produced at the ISOLDE Facility, using a        
1.4 GeV proton-induced nuclear fission in a uranium carbide (UC2) target. 57Mn 
atoms are subsequently ionized by a multi-frequency element specific laser 
irradiation system[4,26,49] (see Figure 3.8) and at the same time 57Fe contaminants 
of up to 1010 ions/s in the beam[50] are removed. The singly charged ions are then 
57 Mn Experimental Site
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accelerated to an energy of 60 keV before they are mass separated by magnets to 
produce pure radioactive 57Mn* ion beams with intensities 810≥ s-1, and are then 
directed to the implantation chamber. A beam spot area of 0.3 cm2 corresponds to 
a flux of 86 2 10. × 57Mn*/(cm2s). 
 
Figure 3.8:  Beam production at ISOLDE[51]. 
3.3.2 Experimental set-up 
The ultra-high vacuum (UHV) implantation chamber is connected by soft bellows 
to the 57Mn* beam-line system and is pumped to 10-6 mbar. For low temperatures 
(77-300 K) a liquid N2 cryostat system is connected to the chamber[17]. A single 
sample holder is used for low temperature measurements as shown in           
Figure 3.9 (a). For high temperatures (300 – 700 K) a sample holder consisting of 
4 sample positions (see Figure 3.9 (b)) is used to enable a series of measurements 
without breaking the vacuum. In the initial measurements, two sample holders 
positions were dedicated for beam alignment and calibration purposes. For 
example, in Figure 3.9 (a), an empty sample position 3 is used for beam 
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alignment. A beam of 57Mn* is directed through position 3 towards a Faraday cup 
to optimize the beam current which is achieved by varying the beam steering 
parameters on the ISOLDE console. The Faraday cup is designed to collect 
charged particles in vacuum, hence the number of 57Mn* ions striking the cup can 
be used to determine the beam current.  
 
Figure 3.9: (a) Single sample holder for low temperature measurements and     
(b) Four position sample holder equipped with annealing system for 
high temperature measurements. 
 
The sample position 4 is used for calibration. All hyperfine parameters are 
determined relative to α-Fe spectrum measured at room temperature. An Osram 
halogen photo-optic lamp (15 V, 150 W) incorporated in the implantation 
chamber provides a rapid thermal annealing system with a temperature range up 
to 800 K. Figure 3.10 shows a picture of the experimental Mössbauer emission 
spectroscopy set-up at the ISOLDE beam line. A beryllium window is placed on 
the UHV implantation chamber facing a detector and acts as a filter for any 
radiation other than the 14.4 keV γ-rays. The parallel-plate avalanche counter[52] 
(PPAC) detector is mounted on an electromagnetic drive system providing the 
Doppler velocity to record Mössbauer spectra of the emitted γ-radiation. The 
4
3
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beam current of 57Mn* is relatively low compared to stable beams, hence efficient 
PPAC detectors are used in data acquisition. They are fast and insensitive to γ or 
X-ray background radiation, i.e. the signal to background ratio is high[17]. In 
addition, they have a relatively high time resolution in the order of nanoseconds 
(10-9 s) and thus high count rates can be tolerated. The detector is an acetone gas-
filled (pressure of 40 mbar) resonance counter equipped with  enriched stainless 
steel on beryllium disks which acts as electrodes.  
Figure 3.10: Experimental set-up for Mössbauer Spectroscopy at ISOLDE. 
The pulses from the detector are pre-amplified, then amplified and then passed  
through a single channel analyzer (SCA) or discriminator where most of the    
non-resonant background radiation is not detected. The discriminated pulses are 
finally fed into a multichannel analyzer (MCA) where several hundreds of 
channels are synchronized with the velocity of the Mössbauer drive unit (MDU) 
making use of the feedback control system through the function generator (FG). 
The FG supplies a reference signal which determines the waveform of the source. 
Apart from the analogue signal, the FG also provides two digital control pulses 
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(Start and Channel Advance – CHA), which are used to synchronize the MCA. 
The Start pulse resets the MCA and opens the first data register to receive the 
counts. Any pulses from the SCA which arrive while the register is open are 
added to the current contents. When each successive CHA pulse arrives, the 
current register is closed, and the next one opens[36]. In this way, the arriving 
pulses are placed in a register that corresponds to a specific drive velocity. When 
the complete waveform has been generated (usually 512 channels), a new Start 
pulse is sent and the cycle repeats. The MCA is typically a card incorporated 
inside a computer, which provides data storage and spectra display. The 
experimental set-up and the electronics for Mössbauer spectroscopy at ISOLDE 
are shown in Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram for experimental set-up and electronics. 
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3.3.3 Samples and measurements 
The host materials, used in this project were undoped GaAs and GaP single 
crystals which were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). The dimensions 
of each sample were 0.3 x 10 x 10 mm3. The sample holder is placed at an angle 
of 60o with respect to the beam line. The 60 keV 57Mn* ions were implanted at 
ambient temperatures with fluences less than 1012 ions/cm2 into the materials 
under study. Following implantation, low temperature (77 K) measurements and 
measurements during an annealing sequence (300 – 700 K) were then performed. 
The low fluences were employed to ensure that graphitization effects and 
overlapping damage cascades are effectively ruled out. The half-life of 57Mn*   
(1.5 min) is sufficient to allow for the annealing of the implantation radiation 
damage to occur at increasing temperatures, before Mn decay and subsequent 
measurement of the 57Fe Mössbauer spectra. The excited 57Mn* state β − decays 
directly to the 14.4 keV state of 57Fe with 80% probability by emitting an electron. 
A mean recoil energy of 40 eV is imparted to the 57Fe atoms[49].  Figure 3.12 
shows the decay scheme of 57Mn*. 
 
 
Figure 3.12: The 57Mn* Decay scheme[49]. 
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3.3.4 The Mössbauer Spectrum 
A Mössbauer emission spectrum is measured by detecting the resonant absorption 
of the γ-radiation emitted in the transition to the groundstate of the radioactive 
probe nucleus in the sample material (source) by a stable nucleus of the isotope in 
a suitable absorber material[26]. In back-scatter geometry, the resonance absorption 
is detected by an increase in the count rate at the resonant velocities. Hyperfine 
interactions will shift the nuclear energy levels and/or split them into sublevels. In 
order to observe resonance between the source and the absorber, a γ-ray with 
variable energy is required. This is achieved by moving the absorber (detector) 
relative to a stationary source (sample) thus modulating the γ-ray energy by the 
Doppler Effect. The level of resonant absorption at each velocity is determined by 
the how much of the shifted absorption energy profile overlaps with the relatively 
stationary energy profile spectrum. The greater the overlap, the higher the 
intensity of the resonant absorption line as illustrated in Figure 3.13 which shows 
the development of a Mössbauer spectrum.  
 
Figure 3.13: Development of a Mössbauer emission spectrum. 
The velocities for resonant absorption and the overall shape of the spectrum are 
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the environments of the Mössbauer atoms. The area under a particular spectral 
line in an analyzed Mössbauer spectrum gives the intensity of the line [31]. This is 
proportional to the f factor and to the population of the lattice site belonging to the 
particular line. The area under a given line i is given by: 
 
Di o i
A T A p T f T( ) ( ) ( , )θ=  (3.6) 
where Ao is the initial spectrum area. This spectral area is dependent on the set up 
parameters such as the thickness of the beryllium window, the recoil-free fraction, 
and the population, pi of a particular lattice site assigned to the line i. The sum of 
the population of sites, 
 1
n
i
i=1
p =∑  (3.7) 
must hold during the annealing series, where n is the number of spectral lines. 
Figure 3.14 shows a typical Mössbauer emission spectrum with fitted components 
for different lattice sites. 
 
Figure 3.14: A typical Mössbauer emission spectrum fitted with 3 components for 
the Mössbauer nucleus in different lattice locations. 
Thus, relative f factors and hence Debye temperatures for the different lattice sites 
can also be determined from implantation and annealing series of spectra.  
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3.3.5 Advantages of 57Mn* Mössbauer Emission Spectroscopy (MES) 
Mössbauer emission spectroscopy using radioactive probe atoms presents a 
unique approach of utilizing the sample under study as the source of γ-rays.  This 
technique has considerable advantages over conventional Mössbauer spectroscopy 
(CMS), conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) and in-beam 
Mössbauer spectroscopy (IBMS) using recoil implanted 57Fe, which are listed 
below: 
1. Novel technique of using the sample as source offers high sensitive 
measurements from which atomic level information about the ‘destiny’ of 
the daughter atoms can be determined, i.e. their lattice location and 
microscopic environments.  
2. Radioactive beams produced at ISOLDE have high purity and intensity, 
and also the energy of the beam is tunable, which helps in determining the 
projected range of implanted ions. 
3. Short-lived radioactive isotopes (T½ = 1.5 min for 57Mn*) reduces the data 
acquisition time by orders of magnitude with respect to standard methods. 
For example, it takes an average of 10-14 days to record a spectrum with 
good statistics using conventional Mössbauer spectroscopy with a 57Co 
source, and approximately 24-36 hrs with IBMS, while it takes about      
10 minutes to measure the same spectrum using radioactive isotopes with 
short half-lives like 57Mn. 
4. The parallel-plate avalanche counter based gas resonance detectors are 
more efficient in data acquisition as they have a high signal to background 
ratio and a relatively high time resolution in the order of nanoseconds    
(10-9 s). This efficient detection system produces exceptionally high count 
rates, up to 9500 counts/sec which is much superior compared to CMS and 
CEMS. 
Mössbauer spectra can also be recorded using a resonance detector equipped with 
four 150 nm thick α-57Fe layers. The detection efficiency and resolution coupled 
with the internal calibration of the spectra makes this detection method superior as 
compared to stainless steel resonance detector technique. However, the α-Fe 
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detection system results in a rather complicated six-fold emission spectrum which 
can be transformed into a single line emission feature. The stainless steel detector 
used in this work resulted in emission spectra with broad structure and the fitting 
of spectral components were carried out carefully by applying simultaneous 
analysis. The calibration procedure is outlined in the next section. 
3.4 Calibration of Mössbauer Spectra 
As mentioned earlier, the most common method of calibration is to use an α-Fe 
foil at room temperature. All line shifts are determined with respect to the centre 
of the α-Fe spectrum which serves a good reference. The velocity profile during a 
single period is shown in Figure 3.15 which results in a spectrum being recorded 
twice in the 512 channels of the MCA. This is illustrated in Figure 3.16. 
 
Figure 3.15: Source velocity as a function of channel number. 
 
Figure 3.16: Unfolded spectrum of α-Fe. 
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The initial task of the calibration process was to fold the two halves of the 
spectrum shown in Figure 3.16 to obtain a single spectrum. Thus the number of 
channels is reduced to 256 and the statistical noise is then minimized. The α-Fe 
foil gives a six-line spectrum after folding where the centre of the spectrum is 
chosen as zero velocity. The rest of the calibration procedure was to find a 
transformation of the channel numbers to velocities. This was achieved by 
determining the numbers C and z so that  
 ( )
i
v C i - = z  (3.8) 
where C is the calibration constant, z is the zero velocity and i the channel 
number. The final folded spectrum is depicted in Figure 3.17.  
 
Figure 3.17: Folded spectrum of α-Fe. 
 
These numbers are obtained so that the data fits the theoretical spectrum of α-Fe, 
which by definition [37] has a Bhf of 32.9 T, a quadrupole shift of zero and an 
isomer shift of zero. The isomer shift of a quadrupole doublet is known as the 
quadrupole shift which is obtained from the center of the peaks relative to the zero 
calibration.  
3.5 Data analysis 
In order to obtain reliable microscopic information from Mössbauer 
measurements, it is essential to analyze the experimental data[29]. Usually after 
implantation, the probe atoms are located on several lattice sites with different 
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hyperfine parameters resulting in very complicated spectra. The analysis involves 
least-square fitting procedure using Lorentzian lines or Voigt line shapes 
(Lorenzian line with Gaussian broadening). The fitting is eased by known 
constraints for the hyperfine interaction splittings and the temperature dependence 
of the second-order Doppler shift[17]. The experimental data obtained in this study 
was analyzed using software package called Vinda[53] which was developed by 
one of our collaborators, H. P. Gunnlaugsson. Vinda is essentially a toolbox 
which works in Microsoft Excel environment where all the commands are 
contained in a toolbar that runs Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) macros. The 
summary of different models applied to give reasonable and consistent results in 
the data analysis is presented in Appendix A while a summary of the fitting 
procedure using Vinda is described in Appendix B. 
 
 
 52 
 
Chapter 4 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
This chapter focuses on the analysis and interpretation of the data obtained from 
Mössbauer spectroscopy investigations following 57Mn* implantation into GaAs 
and GaP single crystals. The first two sections of this chapter presents the results 
of these materials under study with special attention given to the structural 
changes observed in the spectra with increasing temperature. The Mössbauer 
hyperfine parameters extracted from the analysis procedures are discussed within 
each section. Subsequent sections present similarities and differences between 
results obtained for GaAs and GaP, discussion on charge states and comparison 
with different precursor ions used for implantation in the same materials. 
4.1 Data analysis and interpretation of Fe in GaAs 
Figure 4.1 shows 57Fe Mössbauer spectra collected after 57Mn* implantation into 
GaAs single crystal held at temperatures between 77 – 650 K. The data over the 
entire temperature range were fitted simultaneously using the code Vinda with 
several models consisting of combinations of single lines and quadrupole split 
components (see Appendix C). Best acceptable fits were obtained with: (i) an 
asymmetrically broadened doublet (D1) which dominates the spectra at 
temperatures < 550 K, (ii) a single line (S1) which dominates at temperatures       
≥ 550 K, (iii) a symmetric doublet (D2) present over the measured temperature 
range, and (iv) a single line (S2) with a low intensity only present at 77 K.  
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Figure 4.1:  57Fe Mössbauer spectra obtained after 57Mn* implantation into GaAs 
single crystal held at the temperatures indicated. 
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Table 4.1 shows the extracted hyperfine parameters at room temperature and the 
Debye temperatures for the different lattice sites. 
Table 4.1:  Hyperfine parameters obtained at room temperature for GaAs. 
 
δ  
(mm.s-1) 
∆EQ  
(mm.s-1) 
σ(δ)  
(mm.s-1) 
σL (δ) 
(mm.s-1) 
σR (δ) 
(mm.s-1) 
θD (K) 
D1 0.57(5) 1.12(1) - 0.25(5) 0.31(7) 302(32) 
D2 0.02(2) 1.44(3) 0.08 - - 268(6) 
S1 0.28(4)* - 0.23-0.13 - - 275(4) 
S2 0.87(2)+ - 0.08 - - - 
* Determined from a higher temperature [NB: at 359 K, δ = 0.261 mm.s-1] 
+ Isomer shift at 77 K,  
 
Previous 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy utilizing 57Mn* implantation has yielded a 
wealth of information on the behavior of Fe in different semiconductors such as 
Si[54-59], Ge[60], SiGe[61,62], SiC[35,63] and diamond[64,65]. Moreover, in-beam 
Mössbauer spectroscopy using  recoil implanted 57Fe, has also been applied to 
investigate lattice locations in semiconductors, for example in diamond[66]. Table 
4.2 shows the extracted hyperfine parameters of a few group IV elemental 
semiconductors which were analyzed using similar components.  
Table 4.2: Hyperfine parameters obtained at room temperature for 
diamond, Si and Ge. 
 FeS FeD FeI FeN 
 
δ  
(mm.s-1) 
δ  
(mm.s-1) 
∆EQ  
(mm.s-1) 
δ  
(mm.s-1) 
δ  
(mm.s-1) 
∆EQ  
(mm.s-1) 
Diamond -0.91 (2) -0.20 (1) 2.10 (2) 0.22 (5) -1.2 (2) ~ 4.3 (4) 
Si -0.06(2) 0.25 (2) 1.10 (3) 0.76 (2) 0.47 (1) < 0.3 
Ge 0.06 (2) 0.46 (2) 1.15 (3) 0.80 (2) 0.46 (1) 0.56 (2) 
 
Fe atoms have been found to occupy substitutional (FeS) sites, interstitial (FeI) 
sites, and were also located in distorted environments due to radiation induced 
damage (FeD) as reflected in Table 4.2. In addition, a component assigned to                  
Fe-substitutional or Fe-interstitial vacancy complexes was included in the 
analysis. The lattice site assignments of the fitted components in GaAs are 
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discussed in the following section with reference to the known behavior from the 
cited experimental work in other semiconductors[37,54-66].  
4.1.1 Assignments of fitted components in GaAs. 
In group III-V semiconductors, Fe has two possible substitutional sites, namely, 
III site or V site. Fe atoms are expected to occupy the III or Ga sites. The Ga site 
is preferred because Fe tends to lose three electrons to form sp3 hybrid orbitals 
resulting in the similar tetrahedral coordination as in cubic III-V semiconductors. 
A good substitution site would have zero quadrupole splitting signifying cubic 
environments in the neighborhood of the Mössbauer atom. Moreover, Fe atoms 
can also be located in interstitial positions where they are not involved in any 
bonding with the host lattice atoms. There are three potential interstitial sites; 
namely two tetrahedral sites, either surrounded by four group III or V atoms and 
the hexagonal site. Generally, a relatively high isomer shift value is expected for 
impurity atoms in interstitial positions resulting from high electron density at the 
nucleus. Interstitials and a larger number of vacancies are formed when the Mn 
atoms collide with the lattice atoms during implantation causing displacements 
from their original lattice sites. Moreover, in the nuclear transition 57Mn* → 57Fe*, 
an average recoil energy of 40 eV is imparted to the 57Fe daughter atom[17], which 
is greater than the threshold displacement energy, Ed ~20-25 eV. This leads to the 
relocation of a significant fraction of the daughter Fe atoms from the initial 
location of the parent 57Mn atoms. In addition, due to implantation radiation, Fe 
atoms can be found in highly distorted surroundings which are characterized by 
predominant quadrupole split doublets in the spectra, i.e. in sites of non-cubic 
point symmetry. Furthermore, Fe atoms can also be found embedded in defect 
structures such as substitutional or interstitial-vacancy complexes. However,  
fluences below 1012 ions/cm2 were used to assure non-overlapping damage 
cascades. 
The asymmetric doublet D1 is assigned to the damage site (FeD) attributed to Fe 
atoms located in small amorphous pockets, resulting from the implantation 
radiation damage. The single line S1 which dominates the spectra at temperatures 
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above 550 K, and upon annealing shows the impurity atoms are normally stable at 
substitutional sites. This is assigned to Fe  atoms on substitutional Ga sites (FeS) 
in cubic environments as indicated by the zero quadrupole splitting. This 
assignment is consistent with Mössbauer measurements on 119Sn implanted GaAs 
where the observed spectra at high temperature implantations were dominated by 
a single line component assigned to Sn on substitutional Ga sites[8-10]. The absence 
of the FeS component at low temperatures is probably due to the fact that this site 
forms upon annealing of the lattice damage, when some interstitials and/or 
vacancies become mobile. A higher isomer shift of the FeD component                
(δ = 0.57 mm.s-1) corresponds to an increase in the electron density at the nucleus, 
relative to the FeS component (δ = 0.28 mm.s-1) which suggests some relaxation of 
the surrounding lattice in the small amorphous pockets.  An extremely high 
electron density is characteristic of the single line S2 (δ = 0.87 mm.s-1) relative to 
the FeS component and this indicates that some Fe impurity atoms might be in 
interstitial positions (FeI) without bonding to the nearest neighboring atoms. The 
identity of the low electron density symmetric doublet D2 (discussed later) is 
associated with Fe atoms in distorted surroundings as predicted by the hyperfine 
parameters.  
4.1.2 Debye Temperatures of lattice sites in GaAs 
The areal fractions of the various sites obtained from simultaneous fitting were 
assumed to follow the Debye model and was used to determine the Debye 
temperature (θD) of the different lattice sites. The extracted Debye temperature 
value of 268(8) K for the D2 component is very similar to the value of 275(4) K 
obtained for the substitutional component (FeS). Thus the D2 is assigned to near 
substitutional impurity atoms associated with adjacent vacancies in impurity-
vacancy complexes (FeN). However, the Fe atoms in the damaged sites are 
assigned to near substitutional Fe atoms due to their relatively close Debye 
temperatures  (θD = 302 K for FeD and θD = 275 K). The large quadrupole splitting 
value of the FeD (∆EQ = 1.12 mm.s-1) implies that the FeD atoms in the damaged 
sites are in non-cubic environments. Moreover, a similar coordination with nearest 
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neighbors to Fe on substitutional sites is envisaged for Fe atoms in the damaged 
sites.  
To obtain reasonable fits without increasing the number of components, FeS is 
represented as a single line whose broadening decreased from 0.23 mm.s-1 at     
330 K to 0.14 mm.s-1 at 633 K. Table 4.3 shows a summary of the fitting model 
applied in the data analysis. 
Table 4.3:  Summary of the fitting model. 
Component Model δ(mm.s-1) ∆EQ (mm.s-1) σ(δ)( mm.s-1) Г(mm.s-1) 
FeS Voigt SOD - 0.13 - 0.23 Set to 0.34 
(detector model) 
Global 
FeN Voigt SOD Follows T 3/2 0.08 
FeD ISODam Free Free σL ≠ σR 
*FeI Voigt SOD - 0.08  
* present only at 77 K 
The isomer shift values of all components followed the second-order Doppler 
(SOD) shift except for the damage site at high temperatures (T > 400 K). The 
calculated isomer shift values for the damage site are significantly higher than the 
experimental values and this is reflected in Figure 4.2. The quadrupole splitting of 
the damage site deviates from the 
3 2
T variation above 426 K. Figure 4.3 shows 
the temperature dependence of the quadrupole splittings for FeD and FeN. 
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Figure 4.2:  Temperature dependence of isomer shifts observed in Mössbauer 
spectra for GaAs after 57Mn* implantation, where the solid lines 
represent the calculated values and symbols represent the results 
extracted from the fits to the spectra. 
 
Figure 4.3:  Temperature dependence of the quadrupole splitting observed in the 
Mössbauer spectra for GaAs after 57Mn* implantation, where the 
solid lines represent the calculated values and symbols represent the 
results extracted from the fits to the spectra. 
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The changes in the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting values with respect to the  
expected values at high temperatures are attributed to the change in environment 
in the neighborhood of the impurity atoms. 
 4.1.3 Annealing Behavior  
Figure 4.4 shows the variation in area fractions of different components with 
change in temperature. 
 
Figure 4.4:  Areal fractions of components as a function of temperature, observed 
in the Mössbauer spectra for GaAs after 57Mn* implantation. 
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damaged sites decreased from 73% at 350 K to approximately 43% at  550 K. In 
this temperature range, the areal fraction of FeS increased by approximately 35% 
while FeN increased from 12% at 350 K to 13% at 495 K and then decreases to a 
constant value of approximately 7% at 550 K. The decrease in the areal fraction of 
FeN may be attributed to the breakdown of the impurity-vacancy complexes. The 
increase in FeS site population is attributed to the annealing of the damage sites 
with increasing temperature. Above 550 K, there is an increase in the areal 
fraction of FeS and a corresponding decrease of approximately 3% in the areal 
fraction of FeD, while the areal fraction of FeN remains constant above 550 K. The 
induced damage does not anneal completely at the highest measured temperature 
of approximately 633 K. 
4.1.4 Summary of results for GaAs 
Mössbauer measurements were performed after 57Mn* implantation and annealing 
in GaAs held at temperatures between 77 and 633 K. The spectra were analyzed 
using four components;  
1. A single line component which dominates the spectra at the high temperatures          
(> 550 K)  is assigned to Fe atoms on Ga substitutional sites. 
2. An asymmetric doublet due to radiation damage has a Debye temperature    
(θD = 302 K) similar to the substitutional component (θD = 275 K) and is 
assigned to Fe on near substitutional sites in non-cubic environments.  
3. A low intense symmetric doublet (FeN) is assigned to near substitutional 
impurity-vacancy complex because of its similar Debye temperature             
(θD = 268 K) as compared to the purely substitutional Fe atoms on Ga sites. 
4. A single line with very low intensity only present at 77 K and a high isomer 
shift value (δ = 0.87 mm.s-1) is assigned to Fe on interstitial sites. The Debye 
temperature of this component could not be calculated since there is only one 
data point in the measured temperature range.   
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 A dominant annealing stage of the lattice damage is observed in the temperature 
range 350 K – 550 K, resulting in an appreciable increase in the substitutional 
fraction which is attributed to the annealing of the damage when some interstitials 
and/or Ga vacancies become mobile. The variation in the isomer shift and the 
quadrupole splitting values at high temperatures (T > 400 K) for the damage site 
can be attributed to the changes in bonding mechanism and environment in the 
neighborhood of the Mössbauer atom. 
4.2 Data analysis and interpretation of Fe in GaP  
The experimental data for GaP were fitted with four spectral components using 
the same model as GaAs for consistency and comparison purposes. Figure 4.5 
shows 57Fe Mössbauer spectra collected after 57Mn* implantation into GaP single 
crystal held at temperatures between 77-700 K. The lattice site assignments used 
in the data analysis for GaP are the same as applied for GaAs. The spectra for GaP 
were fitted with an asymmetrically broadened doublet assigned to Fe atoms in the 
damaged sites (FeD) due to radiation induced damage. This component dominates 
the spectra in the measured temperature range 77 – 694 K. Three additional 
components: a single line assigned to substitutional component (FeS), a symmetric 
doublet assigned to near substitutional impurity-vacancy complexes (FeN), and a 
single line with low intensity is present at 77 K, but disappears below 320 K is 
assigned to Fe on interstitials sites (FeI). Table 4.4 shows the extracted hyperfine 
parameters obtained for GaP at room temperature and the Debye temperatures for 
the different lattice sites. The results obtained for GaP compare well with GaAs 
(see Tables 4.4 and 4.1, respectively). A detailed discussion of the similarities and 
differences in these materials is discussed later in this chapter. 
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Figure 4.5:  57Fe Mössbauer spectra obtained after 57Mn* implantation into GaP 
held at the temperatures indicated. 
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Table 4.4:  Hyperfine parameters obtained at room temperature for GaP. 
 
 
δ 
(mm.s-1) 
∆EQ 
(mm.s-1) 
σR (δ) 
(mm.s-1) 
σL(δ) 
(mm.s-1) 
σR(δ) 
(mm.s-1) 
θD (K) 
FeD 0.50(3) 1.25(4) - 0.29(4) 0.35(6) 304(40) 
FeN 0.05(4) 1.55(1) 0.08 - - 317(13) 
FeS 0.34(2) - 0.08-0.15 - - 318(16) 
FeI 0.83(5) - 0.08   157(13) 
Г  = 0.34 mm.s-1 
4.2.1 Discussion of hyperfine parameters 
To obtain reasonable fits without increasing the number of components, FeS is 
represented as a single line whose broadening decreased from 0.15 mm.s-1 at     
320 K to 0.08 mm.s-1 at 694 K.  
The isomer shift values of all components followed the second-order Doppler 
shift except for the Fe atoms in small amorphous pockets at temperatures above 
400 K. The calculated isomer shift values for the damaged sites are lower than the 
experimental values and this is reflected in Figure 4.6. The variation in the isomer 
shift values of the FeD component in GaP behaves differently in GaAs where the 
calculated values are higher than the experimental values. This could be attributed 
to the different bonding mechanism of Fe atoms in the damage sites in these 
materials at high temperatures. 
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Figure 4.6:  Temperature dependence of isomer shifts observed in Mössbauer 
spectra for GaP after 57Mn* implantation, where the solid lines 
represent the calculated values and symbols represent the results 
extracted from the fits to the spectra. 
 
The quadrupole splitting of the damage site deviates from the T 3/2 variation above 
600 K where the calculated values are higher than the experimental values. This 
similar behavior is evident in GaAs above 500 K. The variations in the quadrupole 
splitting values at high temperatures for the damage site can be attributed to the 
change in environment in the neighborhood of the Mössbauer atom. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7:  Temperature dependence of the quadrupole splitting observed in the 
Mössbauer spectra for GaP after 57Mn* implantation, where the 
solid lines represent the calculated values and symbols represent the 
results extracted from the fits to the spectra. 
4.2.2 Debye Temperatures of the lattice sites in GaP 
The identical Debye temperatures of 318(16) K and 317(13) K for the FeS and FeN 
components, respectively, does not allow for a clear distinction between the two 
lattice sites. However, the presence of a large quadrupole splitting,                  
(∆EQ = 1.55 mm.s-1) implies that the nature of FeN component can be explained 
by near substitutional impurity atoms in association with adjacent vacancies. The 
higher isomer shift (δ = 0.83 mm.s-1) and lower Debye temperature of 157(13) K 
for the FeI component compared to the FeS component confirms that some Fe 
impurity atoms are located in interstitial positions. The FeD components in GaP 
and GaAs have very similar isomer shift, quadrupole splitting and Debye 
temperature values at room temperature. This component may be attributed to Fe 
atoms in distorted environment because of the large quadrupole splitting and 
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possible association with some vacancies in impurity-vacancy complexes with 
different electronic and geometric structure compared to FeN is envisaged.   
4.2.3 Annealing Behavior in GaP 
The main annealing stage is evident in the temperature range 465 – 600 K 
resulting in the areal fraction of the damage site (FeD) decreasing by 
approximately 17%, with a corresponding increase of approximately 20% in the 
site population of Fe on substitutional Ga locations. In the same temperature 
range, the interstitial component disappears completely while the areal fraction of 
the FeN component decreases by 3%. The resulting decrease in the FeN areal 
fraction is attributed to the breakdown of the impurity-vacancy complexes. Above 
600 K, the areal fraction of FeS increases by approximately 5% resulting from 
minor contributions of the decrease of the areal fractions in both the damaged 
sites and the impurity-vacancy complexes. Figure 4.8 show the annealing 
behavior in GaP. 
 
Figure 4.8:  Areal fractions of components as a function of temperature, observed 
in the Mössbauer spectra for GaP after 57Mn* implantation. 
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4.2.4 Summary of results for GaP 
Mössbauer measurements were performed after 57Mn* implantation and annealing 
in GaP held at temperatures between 77 and 694 K. The spectra were analyzed 
using four components: 
a) A single line component which shows an appreciable increase of 
approximately 34% in site population after annealing at the highest 
temperature. This line is assigned to Fe atoms on Ga substitutional sites in 
cubic environment.  
b) A low intense symmetric doublet FeN is assigned to near Fe substitutional 
impurity - vacancy complex because of its very similar Debye temperature 
value as compared to the purely substitutional Fe atoms on Ga sites. 
c) An asymmetric doublet due to radiation damage which dominates over the 
whole temperature range is assigned to Fe in non-cubic environments because 
of the large quadrupole splitting value. The Debye temperature of 304(40) K 
for the FeD component is close to 318(16) K for the FeS component, which 
shows a possible similar coordination with the nearest neighbours as 
compared to the FeS component.  
d) A single line with low intensity present below 320 K and a lower Debye 
temperature of 157(13) K compared to the FeS component is assigned to Fe on 
interstitial sites. 
 A dominant annealing stage of the lattice damage is evident in the temperature 
range 320 K – 633 K, resulting in an appreciable increase in the FeS component 
which is attributed to the annealing of the damage when some interstitials and/or 
Ga vacancies become mobile.  
The variation in the isomer shift and the quadrupole splitting values at high 
temperatures for the damage site can be attributed to the changes in Fe-defect 
bonding mechanism and environment in the neighborhood of the Mössbauer 
atom. However, the isomer shift variation in GaP shows a different behavior as 
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compared to GaAs and this could be attributed to a different bonding mechanism 
of Fe atoms with its nearest neighbours in the damage sites in these materials at 
high temperatures. 
4.3 Comparison of results obtained for GaAs and GaP 
There are variations in the isomer shift and the quadrupole splitting values at high 
temperatures for the damage site in GaAs and GaP which can be attributed to the 
change in environment in the neighborhood of the Mössbauer atom. However, the 
isomer shift variation in GaP shows a different behavior as compared to GaAs. 
The isomer shift values obtained for GaP compare well with the calculated values 
showing slightly higher values; while in GaAs the determined isomer shift values 
are lower relative to the second order Doppler shift behavior. This could be 
attributed to different coordination of Fe atoms with its nearest neighbors in the 
damage sites at high temperatures in these materials. However, at low 
temperatures the hyperfine parameters show good correspondence with the second 
order Doppler shift variation.  
In GaAs and GaP, the quadrupole splitting values of the damage site are higher 
than the T 3/2 dependence obtained at high temperatures. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 
illustrate the low and high temperature variations of the quadrupole splitting 
values in these materials. Table 4.5 lists the corresponding Tk and ∆EQ,0 values at 
low and high temperatures in these materials.  
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Figure 4.9:  Low and high temperature behavior of the quadrupole splitting for 
FeD in GaAs, where symbols represent the fitted data. 
 
 
Figure 4.10:  Low and high temperature behavior of the quadrupole splitting for 
FeD in GaP, where symbols represent the fitted data. 
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Table 4.5:  Fitting parameters for low and high temperature quadrupole 
splitting behavior in GaAs and GaP. 
 Low Temperature High Temperature 
FeD 
∆EQ,0  
(mm.s-1) 
Tk (K) 
∆EQ,0  
(mm.s-1) 
Tk ( K) 
GaAs 1.49(2) 855(17) 1.58(3) 1109(20) 
GaP 1.45(4) 1072(25) 1.47(4) 1323(27) 
4.3.1 Comparison of annealing behavior in GaAs and GaP 
A comparison of the annealing behavior in GaP and GaAs is shown in Figure 
4.11. 
 
Figure 4.11: Comparison of areal fractions of the various components as a 
function of temperature between GaP and GaAs. 
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the ‘healing’ of damaged bonds in GaP occur at a slower rate. This annealing 
behavior is attributed to the stronger Fe-P bonds in GaP (melting point ~ 1730 K) 
than Fe-As bonds in GaAs (melting point ~ 1335 K). This is further supported by 
the higher Debye temperature in GaP compared to GaAs for the FeS and FeN 
components.  Furthermore, the purely interstitial component FeI which is present 
both in GaAs and GaP at 77 K, disappeared below 300 K in GaAs, but is present 
in GaP at 300 K and disappeared below 320 K. 
4.3.2 Isomer shift variation of FeD and FeS with bond length in GaAs and 
GaP 
A comparison of isomer shifts for GaP and GaAs with Si, Ge, SiGe and diamond 
is shown in Figure 4.12. For Si, Ge, SiGe and diamond, the graph shows a linear 
dependence between their bond lengths and the isomer shift values which implies 
they have very similar local structures. 
 
Figure 4.12: Isomer shifts of FeS and FeD in GaP and GaAs as a function of bond 
length. A comparison is made with other semiconductors. 
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The isomer shift values of FeS and FeD for Si, Ge, SiGe and diamond show a 
similar increase i.e. increasing s-electron density with increasing nearest neighbor 
distance. In GaP and GaAs, the isomer shift values of the FeD component 
increases with increasing bond length. This behavior was also evident for Si, Ge, 
SiGe, and diamond whereas the opposite behavior was observed for the FeS 
component. The s-electron density at the substitutional site in GaAs is larger than 
in GaP which can be explained by the compression of the electron shell volume of 
the Fe atoms in these materials. The trends of isomer shift variations of the FeS 
and FeD components with the bond length of the host materials were determined; 
however the results are inconclusive due to a limited number of cubic III-V  
semiconductors investigated in this project.  
4.4 Discussion on ‘charge states’  
The extracted isomer shift and quadrupole splitting values at room temperature for 
both GaAs and GaP are presented in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6:  Hyperfine parameters for GaAs and GaP at room temperature. 
 FeD FeN FeS FeI 
 δ 
(mm.s-1) 
∆EQ  
(mm.s-1) 
δ 
(mm.s-1) 
∆EQ  
(mm.s-1) 
δ 
(mm.s-1) 
δ 
(mm.s-1) 
GaAs 
GaP 
0.57(5) 
0.50(3) 
1.12(1) 
1.25(4) 
0.02(2) 
0.05(5) 
1.44(3) 
1.55(1) 
0.28(4) 
0.34(2) 
0.87(2)+
0.99(3)+ 
Г = 0. 34 mm.s-1, + Isomer shift at 77 K 
Figure 4.13 shows the extracted hyperfine parameters for GaAs and GaP plotted 
on an isomer shift versus quadrupole splitting graph obtained from the Mössbauer 
Effect Data Center (MEDC)[67].  
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the extracted hyperfine parameters for Fe in 
GaAs and GaP with values from the Mössbauer Effect Data Center. 
The isomer shift and quadrupole splitting values of the FeS component in GaAs 
and GaP obtained after implantation of 57Mn* correspond to the trivalent state of 
iron 57Fe3+ with a 3d5 electronic configuration in cubic environments and this 
assignment supports the predicted substitutional Ga site location[20-23] in other 
studies. Thus the occupation of substitutional sites is governed by chemical effects 
rather than kinetic displacement mechanisms. The impurity atoms tend to form 
tetrahedrally coordinated sp3 orbital with their valence electrons and this governs 
the selection of lattice sites. The isomer shift and quadrupole splitting values of Fe 
in the damage site (FeD) show ions associated with a near 3d5 configuration in 
distorted environments[22]. The isomer shift of the purely interstitial component 
present at low temperatures shows Fe with near electronic configuration of 3d6. 
Lastly, the FeN component which is tentatively assigned to Fe with a 3d5 
electronic configuration due to its complex nature. 
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4.5 Comparison of 57Mn* and 119mSn, 119In+and  119Sb+ implantations in GaP      
and GaAs 
Mössbauer studies of Sn in GaP, have identified three components, (i) Sn in Ga 
substitutional sites using 119mSn and 119In+ implantations, (ii) while with 119Sb+ 
implantations Sn is incorporated on the P site, a low intense impurity-vacancy   
(I–V) complex associated with divacancies, and (iii) a third component ascribed to 
vacancies – with associated substitutional Sn atoms. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 shows the 
comparison between isomer shift values for the different components using 
different precursor isotopes for Sn and Fe implanted in GaP and GaAs.  
Table 4.7:  Isomer shift values of different components for various 
Mössbauer probes in GaP[9,10]. 
Probe/Site I - V1 Substitutional I - V2 Interstitial Damage site 
119mSn 
119In+ 
119Sb+ 
57Mn* 
- 
1.25(10) 
1.2(1) 
0.05(5) 
1.65(3) 
1.59(3) 
1.82(3)* 
0.34(2) 
2.82(5) 
2.81(6) 
2.64(4) 
- 
 
- 
 
0.83(5) 
- 
- 
 
0.50(3) 
* on P site, Isomer shifts in mm.s-1 
Table 4.8:  Isomer shift values of different components for various 
Mössbauer probes in GaAs[8,11,12]. 
Probe/Site I - V1 Substitutional I - V2 Interstitial Damage site 
119mSn 
119In+ 
57Mn* 
1.26(15) 
- 
0.02(2) 
1.76(6) 
1.72(2) 
0.28(4) 
2.86(15) 
2.76(4) 
- 
3.50(30) 
- 
0.87(2) 
- 
- 
0.57(5) 
Isomer shifts in mm.s-1 
 
In GaAs, Mössbauer studies have identified four components in the spectra 
assigned to; (i)  Sn in substitutional Ga sites, (ii) two impurity-vacancy complexes 
(I-V1 and I-V2) of different electronic and geometric structure, and (iii) a small 
fraction to interstitial impurity atoms[8-10]. 
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The isomer shift values of 57Mn* implantations are very small compared to 
119mSn,  119Sb+ and 119In+ implantations in GaAs and GaP. This significant 
difference in the isomer shift values may be explained in terms of the relaxation in 
the bonds formed between Sn and the lattice atoms in these materials as compared 
to Fe.  The weaker bonds in Sn may be interpreted by the greater shielding of 
outer electrons from the nucleus by inner atomic shells and a larger atomic radius 
of Sn compared to Fe.  
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Mössbauer studies were conducted to investigate the site location and nature of Fe 
impurities in GaAs and GaP single crystals following 57Mn* implantation and 
annealing at temperatures between 77 – 700 K. The spectra was analyzed using 
four components, an asymmetric doublet due to radiation damage (FeD) assigned 
to Fe atoms in small amorphous pockets, two single lines, one attributed to Fe at 
substitutional Ga sites (FeS) and the other to a purely Fe interstitial site (FeI) only 
present below 320 K, and a low intense symmetric doublet (FeN) attributed to 
substitutional Fe-vacancy complex which results in the formation of a dangling 
bond as illustrated in Figure 5.1.  
 
Figure 5.1:  Vacancy in zinc-blende lattice. (a) Four bonds are broken in order to 
form a vacancy. (b) resulting dangling bond[68]. 
The calculated Debye temperatures for the different lattice sites and hyperfine 
parameters reflect Fe atoms on substitutional Ga sites in cubic environments with 
a possible near 3d 5  electronic configuration. Near 3d 5  and 3d 6  electronic 
configurations are envisaged from hyperfine parameters and Debye temperatures 
for Fe atoms in distorted environments and interstitial sites, respectively. 
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Moreover, Fe atoms in small amorphous pockets may be explained in terms of 
their association with impurity-vacancy complexes with different geometric and 
electronic configuration to the FeN component. Lastly, a 3d 5  electronic 
configuration is tentatively assigned for the FeN component because of its 
complex nature.  
The variation in the hyperfine parameters in GaAs and GaP at high temperatures 
for the damage site can be attributed to the changes in the impurity-defect bonding 
mechanism and environment in the surroundings of the Mössbauer atom. 
However, a different coordination to the nearest neighbors in GaAs and GaP is 
predicted due to the different isomer shift variations with respect to the second-
order Doppler shift behavior. 
Different annealing stages of the induced damage are evident in GaAs and GaP, 
resulting in a significant increase in the FeS site population which is due to mobile 
Ga vacancies and/or interstitials. However, prominent recovery of the damage is 
more evident in GaAs than in GaP which is attributed to Fe forming stronger 
bonds with P than As. Moreover, the slow recovery of the radiation damage in 
GaP with increasing annealing temperature compared with GaAs confirms 
stronger Fe-P bonds in GaP relative to Fe-As bonds in GaAs. This is further 
supported by the higher Debye temperature values extracted for the different 
lattice sites in GaP as compared to GaAs. In addition, minor variations in the areal 
fraction of the FeN component relative to other components show the stability of 
Fe atoms in the impurity-vacancy complexes. However, the FeN component is 
more stable in GaP compared to GaAs at temperatures > 300 K as reflected by an 
approximately constant areal fraction with increasing temperature. 
Isomer shift variations with bond length for Fe atoms in the damage sites shows 
similar trends with diamond, Ge, Si and SiGe which show an increase with 
increasing bond length. However, there exists inconsistent behavior in the 
variations of isomer shift values with bond length for Fe atoms in substitutional  
sites compared with the semiconductors listed above. Thus, well-defined trends of 
the isomer shift variations with the bond length could not be fully established for 
the Fes component. However, a complete picture of the behavior will materialize 
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once results of InP and InAs are published by W.B. Dlamini (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal) dissertation unpublished.  
It is well known that Fe atoms located on substitutional III sites in cubic III-V 
compound semiconductors act as deep centers[69,70] either as neutral Fe3+ or 
singly[71] charged Fe2+. Deep centers, located in the middle of the energy gap 
commonly affect the optical properties of semiconductors and further studies to 
investigate this resulting effect will be discussed in the next section. 
5.1 Recommendations 
The electronic properties of a semiconductor are determined by the presence of 
impurity atoms and lattice distortions which dictate the feasibility and 
functionality of a device. Semiconductors have a wide range of applications such 
as photorefractive sensor devices, radiation and particle detectors, and substrates 
for high speed electronic and optoelectronic integrated circuits[72]. The usefulness 
of a semiconductor in one field or the other is strongly affected by the energy 
levels associated with the dopants or related defects. The associated defects are 
classified as shallow or deep defects, depending on the location of the introduced 
electronic states to the edge of valence band or conduction band within the band 
gap. Figure 5.2 shows the difference between the shallow and deep defects. 
 
Figure 5.2:  Difference between shallow and deep defects. 
To determine the specific change in electrical and optical characteristics caused by 
the presence of these impurities, further studies are proposed. The most obvious 
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quantity characterizing a semiconductor is the electrical conductivity which is 
determined by the presence of majority charge carriers, their concentration, and 
mobility. This can be achieved by performing electrical transport (Hall Effect and 
conductivity) measurements as function of temperature[3,4,73]. Shallow states 
generate free charge carriers at ambient temperatures which directly control the 
conductivity of semiconductors. Deep electronic states however, act as 
recombination centers for free charge carriers and even in small concentrations, 
reduce their lifetime either in a beneficial way, as for fast-switching devices, or in 
a detrimental way, for example in solar cells and lasers diodes[74]. Thus, a 
particular defect is useful for a given application and may be ‘harmful’ for another 
application. Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) can be used to characterize 
these deep defects i.e. to identify the deep level centers, measure the energy levels 
and correlate the charge carrier lifetimes. However, Photoluminescence 
spectroscopy (PL) is sensitive to both shallow and deep centers. In PL 
measurements, free electron and hole pairs are created if the energy of the incident 
photons is higher than the band gap of the semiconductor. The subsequently 
emitted PL light arises from the recombination of the electrons and holes via 
different channels, while the energy of emitted photons reflects the electronic 
states introduced by the different impurities or related defects[75]. In this way, 
information on the energy levels of the impurity centers is obtained. Further 
investigations on antisite and other related defects can be conducted. 
Perturbed angular correlation (PAC) and emission channeling (EC) can be used to 
complement Mössbauer emission spectroscopy (MES) studies. PAC is well suited 
for investigations on the structural, dynamical and electronic properties of single 
impurities, inter-impurity and impurity-defect complexes on an atomic scale[73] 
through hyperfine interactions as in MES. However, as mentioned earlier, the 
isomer shift is only accessible to MES. EC can be used to locate the lattice site of 
probe atoms which utilizes the channeling or blocking effect of charge particles 
emitted from radioactive isotopes in a single crystal[73,76,77]. The α- and β-particles 
are detected in different directions with respect to the crystal lattice, the angular 
dependence of the count rate indicates whether the impurity atoms are situated on 
an interstitial or substitutional lattice site[73,77].    
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Appendix A: Summary of Fitting Models Applied 
The following models were applied for data analysis using the code Vinda in 
order to give consistent fits.  
 
Model 1. 4 Components: Asymmetric Doublet → Damage site using ISODamSS 
   Single  line → Substitutional using Voigt with ∆EQ= 0 
   Symmetric doublet → impurity-vacancy complexes  
   Doublet  → pure interstitial using Voigt with ∆EQ ≠ 0 
 
Model 2. 4 Components: Two asymmetric Doublets → Two damage sites using  
   ISODamSS 
   Single line → substitutional using Voigt with ∆EQ= 0 
   Symmetric Doublet → impurity-vacancy complexes 
 
Model 3. 3 Components: Asymmetric Doublet → Damage site using DISTQ 
   Single line → substitutional using Voigt with ∆EQ= 0 
   Symmetric Doublet → impurity-vacancy complexes 
 
Model 4. 3 Components: Asymmetric Doublet → Damage site using DISTQ 
   Double line → substitutional using Voigt with ∆EQ < 2.6 
   Symmetric Doublet → impurity-vacancy complexes 
 
Model 5. 4 Components: Asymmetric Doublet → Damage site using DISTQ 
   Double line → substitutional using Voigt with ∆EQ < 2.5 
Two Doublets → impurity-vacancy complexes or an interstitial using 
Voigt with ∆EQ < 2.5 
 
Model 6. 4 Components: Asymmetric Doublet → Damage sites using 
ISODamSS 
   Single line → substitutional using Voigt with ∆EQ= 0 
   Symmetric doublet → impurity-vacancy complexes 
   Single line → purely interstitials using Voigt with ∆EQ= 0 
 
Models 1 – 5 did not give satisfactory fits for the temperature range under study 
however Model 6 gave reasonable fits and is reported in this document.  
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Appendix B: Fitting using Vinda 
B.1 Single Spectrum Fitting 
The fitting of the first spectrum is initially performed manually by varying the 
fitting parameters to obtain a desired fit from the different components selected. 
The components and corresponding models are chosen based on the expected 
lattice sites and defects for different impurity atoms. When a close approximation 
is obtained, the Solver tool in Microsoft Excel is applied to obtain a better 
approximation. The chi-square cell (always F30) is the target cell and all other 
cells with appropriate parameters are selected to be minimized. These include the 
background, hyperfine parameters, line-widths and areas. Figure B.1 show the 
dialog box for the solver parameters. 
 
 
Figure B1:  Dialog box for the solver parameters. 
 
The next spectrum is then fitted using the fitting parameters of the previous 
spectrum as starting values. The preceding spectrum sheet is then copied and the 
new experimental data for the next corresponding temperature is read in after 
which the file name changes automatically. The Solver is then used to find a 
solution and after converging, a dialog box appears (see Figure B.2) requesting to 
keep the result or restore original values.  
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Figure B2:  Dialog box for solver results. 
 
The obtained solution after a fitting a single spectrum is illustrated in Figure B.3. 
 
 
Figure B3:  Spectrum sheet after fitting. 
B.2 Simultaneous Fitting  
Simultaneous analysis can be done in Vinda, where all model parameters for 
different spectrum sheets (signifying different temperature measurements) are 
linked to one main sheet known as the Prog sheet. The fitting is done on the Prog 
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sheet where a reference chi-square value for each Spectrum sheet has to be 
constructed. A typical Prog sheet is shown in Figure B4. 
 
Figure B4:  Typical Prog sheet for simultaneous fitting. 
 
Simultaneous fitting allows temperature dependent parameters to be calculated 
and monitored using built-in functions for the second-order Doppler shift (δSOD) 
and the recoil-free fraction, f known as ffac and sod, respectively. These functions 
are based on equations (2.10) and (2.13), respectively. The calculation routine 
utilizes numerical integration, thus it is slow but very accurate over all practical 
temperatures. Figure B5 shows the sod function used to calculate the isomer shift 
of a component based on equation (2.20). 
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 Figure B5:  Built-in sod function used for calculating the isomer shift. 
 
B.3 Error analysis 
Errors in the calculated values are determined from the chi-squared value χ2 which 
is defined by the equation 
 
2
2
1
N
i i
i= i
Data -Simulation
Data
( )
χ = ∑  
The chi-squared value displayed in cell F30 in Figure B6 is normalized by the 
number of points. This is convenient as χ2=1 signifies a perfect fit. Thus, the 
number of points should be supplied to the Error Analysis dialog box shown in 
Figure B6.  
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Figure B6:  Error Analysis dialog box. 
 
The number of iterations for a parameter in the dialog box shown above should be 
set higher than 1 so that a more accurate calculation can be carried out for the 
necessary change. Figure B7 shows a typical error analysis result obtain for 
Debye temperatures.  
 
Figure B7:  Typical Error Analysis worksheet. 
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